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The binding of radical groups such as hydrogen, hydroxyl, epoxide, or fluorine to
the graphene surface, forms covalent bonds and transforms the trigonal sp2 orbital to the
tetragonal sp3 orbital. Such a transformation drastically modifies electronic properties,
which leads to the opening of a bandgap through the removal of the bands near the Fermi
level of the pristine graphene. We have investigated the structural, electronic, magnetic,
and vibrational properties of functionalized graphene based on first-principles density-
functional calculations. A twist-boat conformation is identified as the energetically most
favorable nonmetallic configuration for fully oxidized graphene. The calculated Raman
G-band blue shift is in very good agreement with experimental observations. A detailed
analysis of fluorographene membranes indicates that there exist prominent chair and
stirrup conformations, which correlate with the experimentally observed in-plane lattice
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expansion contrary to a contraction in graphane. The optical response of fluorographene
is investigated using the GW-Bethe-Salpeter equation approach. The results are in good
conformity with the experimentally observed optical gap and reveal predominant charge-
transfer excitations arising from strong electron-hole interactions. The appearance of
bounded excitons in the ultraviolet region can result in an excitonic Bose-Einstein
condensate in fluorographene. Hydrogenated epitaxial graphene has distinctive electronic
properties compared to the two-sided hydrogenated graphene. The stability of a given
hydrogenation pattern is strongly influenced by the amount of sp2-hybridized bonding in
the structure. A trigonal planar networked hydrogenation pattern is identified as an
intrinsic ferromagnetic semiconductor, which is in good conformity with experimental
observations. The electronic structure of graphite and rotational-stacked multilayer
epitaxial graphene as a function of the applied electric bias is investigated using
dispersion-corrected density-functional theory. The tailoring of electronic band structure
correlates with the interlayer coupling tuned by the applied bias. The implications of
controllable electronic structure of rotationally fault-stacked epitaxial graphene grown on
the C-face of SiC for future device applications are discussed. We have also investigated
the electronic properties of fully hydrogenated boron-nitride (BN) layer and zigzag-edged
nanoribbons using dispersion-corrected density-functional calculations. Among various
low-energy hydrogenated membranes referred to as chair, boat, twist-boat, and stirrup,
the stirrup conformation is the most energetically favorable one. The zigzag-edged BN
nanoribbon, prominently fabricated in experiments, possesses intrinsic half-metallicity
with full hydrogenation. The half-metallicity can be tuned by applying a transverse
electric bias, thereby providing a promising route for spintronics device applications.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Graphene, a single-layer planar sheet of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal
lattice structure, is being explored as a viable candidate for next-generation nanoscale
electronics, optoelectronics, sensors, hydrogen storage, and photonics.1"13 For instance,
the quantum Hall effect and extremely high electron mobility at room temperature can be
given.2'5'9 These unique characteristics make graphene a candidate for use in many
different potential applications, including transistors, integrated circuits, and biosensors.1"
4,8,11,14-17 Tke k^ carrjer mobiHty suggests that this material may be a viable successor
for copper interconnects in electronic device structures. To realize these technologies, it
is necessary to understand and to control its extraordinary properties.6'10'12'13 For example,
learning how to engineer and to tune magnetic properties could help realize graphene-
based spintronics devices.18 Owing to the semi-metallic characteristic of pristine
graphene band structure, the future of graphene-based electronics depends on developing
effective approaches to engineer a bandgap. A gap can be formed in epitaxial graphene
with a lattice-matched substrate,2 or through patterning graphene into nanoribbons.29"22
The gap generated by such methods can be tuned by varying spatial confinements.
Recently, there have also been a number of studies on creating a bandgap in the gapless
bilayer graphene with a perpendicularly applied electric bias.23'25 However, it remains a
challenging task to synthesize large-area bilayer graphene and provide mass production
of graphene-nanoribbon-based devices.2'7'26'27 An alternative promising route to tuning
the electronic properties of graphene is via chemical functionalizations. " The binding
of radical groups such as hydrogen, hydroxyl, epoxide, or fluorine to the graphene
surface, forms covalent bonds and transforms the trigonal sp2 orbital to the tetragonal sp*
orbital.36'37 Such a transformation drastically modifies electronic properties, which leads
to the opening of a bandgap through the removal of the bands near the Fermi level of the
pristine graphene.
However, many potential applications for graphene require ordered growth on an
insulating substrate. One successful methodology to produce graphene layers has been
thermal decomposition of SiC in a vacuum.10 Large graphene grain sizes have also been
reported via thermal decomposition of SiC in an inert gas atmosphere.6 Other studies
have explored the processing and growth of epitaxial graphene (EG) layers using
biological and chemical functionalization methodologies.11 The latter approach is
particularly attractive for sensor and hydrogen storage applications.12 On the other hand,
epitaxial graphene (EG) grown on SiC exhibits a coherent transport property that holds
potential for novel carbon-based nanoelectronics applications.38'39 Recent experimental
studies suggest that the interface between the buffer layer graphene and silicon-
terminated SiC can strongly influence the electronic properties of the graphene
overlayer.40 The graphene layer grows epitaxially on SiC(0001)-(6V3x6V3)R30° and can
be exposed to atomic hydrogen (molecular hydrogen being cracked on hot tungsten
filament) in an effort to alter the electronic properties ofEG in a controlled manner.40
Functionalizing graphene by reversible hydrogenation can change its electronic
properties from metallic to semiconducting owing to the induced changes in
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hybridization.27'29'4 The fully hydrogenated graphene-graphane-is the building block of
various novel materials and has increasingly opened up novel possibilities in hydrogen
storage in two-dimensional electronics.41'42 While the two-sided hydrogenation of
graphene has been studied intensively, the hydrogenation on EG remains not fully
understood. Full hydrogenation ofEG yields the disappearance of both occupied and
unoccupied n orbitals of graphene, resulting in a nonmagnetic semiconductor, while
partial hydrogenation preserves a fraction of the delocalized n network and result a
ferromagnetic semiconductor.40
There have been several approaches to explore the magnetic properties in
graphene and its derivatives. These include exfoliating graphene into nanoribbons,
applying an electric bias to graphene nanoribbons, and chemical modification through
adsorption of radicals on the surface of graphene.24'27'34'36'37'43"52 Partial hydrogenation
preserves a fraction of the delocalized n network. As a result, unpaired spins facilitate
long range coupling through the percolated n network.40 Experimentally, ferromagnetism
was observed in partial hydrogenated EG, which is attributed to a disrupted 7t-bonding
induced by the formation of unpaired electrons.53 The hydrogenation mechanism on EG
and the room-temperature ferromagnetism is subject to considerable interest. For
instance, in semi-hydrogenated graphene referred to as graphone,54'55 the formation of
unpaired electrons can induce ferromagnetism.54 A robust room-temperature
ferromagnetic semiconductor for hydrogenated EG opens up the possibility ofmaking
highly tunable graphene-based spintronic nanodevices.56
As a chemically derived conformation, graphene oxide (GO) has recently
attracted a great deal of attention due to its solubility in a diversity of solvents and
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promising potential for large-scale production of graphene- based devices.7'21'26'57 GO can
be regarded as graphene with hydroxyl and epoxide functional groups decorating the
basal plane and edges. The sp hybridized carbon-oxygen bonds in GO disrupt the
extended sp2 conjugated network of graphene and induce the formation of an energy gap.
The subsidence of oxygen can convert the material to a semiconductor and eventually to
a graphene-like semimetal.7'21'26'57 A detailed understanding ofthe associated energy gap
tuning58 and the shift in G-band Raman feature59 is thus of great importance for practical
applications in electronic and photonic devices. Functional groups of epoxide or hydroxyl
on graphene can induce pronounced roughness in the oxide layers. Several first-principles
studies have been performed for structural and electronic properties of GO.58"63 Despite
the progress made, some questions remain regarding the characteristic structure ofthe
oxidized phases, ' as well as identifying the mechanisms that promote the blue shifts
observed in the experimental Raman G-band.59"61'64'65 This is, to a large extent, attributed
to the composition variations and intrinsic inhomogeneity in the oxidization.
Graphene is also relevant to quantum Hall effect (QHE) with a "relativistic" twist.
Until its discovery, the QHE, a strongly correlated electron phenomenon of great
theoretical interest,66"68 was observed only at very low temperatures under extreme
quantum limits (magnetic fields with B > 20 T). Recently, intensive efforts have been
made to investigate the spintronics properties of functionalized graphene
nanostructures.69 By patterning graphene into a narrow ribbon structure, the carriers are
laterally confined to form a quasi-one-dimensional (ID) system that enables circuit
design with standard lithography techniques. Zigzag terminated graphene nanoribbons
(GNRs) were predicted to be an intriguing spintronic material,69'70 which is strongly
dependent on the edge smoothness of the ribbon, and is fragile with functionalization.
Despite significant experimental efforts, the realization of a GNR based spintronics
device remains elusive. In this regard, a better understanding of the nanoribbon properties
at the edge is clearly desirable to forge a path to practical Spintronics (spin-dependent
electron transport) applications. Geometrical terminations of the graphene monolayer
give rise to either zigzag or armchair edges with distinctive electronic properties. The
edge states in graphene with zigzag terminations arise from the two flat edge bands
connecting the two valleys with large momentum separation, which are dictated by the
bulk topological charge.69 Spins on the edge become spontaneously polarized resulting in
an edge with the same spin alignment. The spin polarized edge states are dispersive in the
reciprocal space, making them useful for current transport.69'71 Half-metallic materials
show a zero band gap for electrons with one spin orientation and an insulating or
semiconducting band gap for the other, yielding a completely spin polarized current.
Modification of zigzag edges and systematic doping can lead to half-metallic GNRs,
thereby providing routes in fine tuning of the band gap and tailoring the character of the
spin polarization.
Although GNRs are a great candidate in low dimensional applications,72 the
spintronics transport characteristics of GNRs rely on a smooth edge, along with the
chemical environment at the edge such as the hydrogen passivation and the decoration of
other chemical elements. The edge magnetism and the associated half-metallicity
diminishes with the spontaneous reconstruction in zigzag GNRs with pentagon-heptagon
rings replacing hexagonal rings at the edge.73 On the other hand, BN sheet is different
from the semimetallic graphene in that it displays insulating characteristics due to the
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large ionicity of B and N atoms.74'75 Pairs of B and N atoms in BN sheet are iso-
electronic with pairs of C atoms in graphene. BN sheet has been experimentally
synthesized in single and multiple layers, and recently, atomically thin "white graphene"
BN nanoribbons (BNNRs) were fabricated by unwrapping multiwalled BN nanotubes
under delicate Ar plasma etching with predominantly zigzag edges.76"78 While GNRs can
be metallic, semi-metallic, or semiconducting, depending upon the edge structure,69'71 the
hexagonal BNNRs are typically wide band gap insulators.74'75
This dissertation is organized as follows. In chapter 2, we discuss the twist-boat
conformation in graphene oxides. In chapter 3, we study the structural and electronic
properties of fluorographene. In chapter 4, we study the tunable bands in biased
multilayer epitaxial graphene, under a perpendicular electric bias. In chapter 5, we
deliberate a study of the trigonal hydrogenated epitaxial graphene which turn out to be a
ferromagnetic semiconductor. Finally, in chapter 6, we discuss the intrinsic half-
metallicity in hydrogenated boron-nitride nanoribbons. Each chapter comprises a
conclusion for the chapter. References are collected at the end of the dissertation.
CHAPTER 2
TWIST-BOAT CONFORMATION IN GRAPHENE OXIDES
2.1 Introduction
Here we present results from first-principles density-functional calculations
focusing on the structural, electronic, and vibrational properties of a fully-oxidized GO
layer. Specifically, we demonstrate that a twist-boat model is capable of accounting for
the electronic structure and Raman blue shift characteristics of GO.59 Our investigation of
the optimal GO structure was built on the current body of knowledge from previous first-
principles calculations58 encompassing the aggregation of functional groups in GO and
various low-energy conformations of graphane (fully hydrogenated graphene).29'56 The
aggregation is attributed to a dwindling of vertical structural distortion when functional
groups are chemically bonded on both sides of the sheet,58 while the graphane can
arrange in randomly distributed regions consisting of a few low-energy membranes
referred to as chair, boat, and twist-boat conformations.56'80 Specifically, oxygen atoms
prefer "epoxy" bonded positions and form epoxide above the middle of a carbon-carbon
bond. Hydroxyl groups, on the other hand, reside in the symmetric on-site position above
the carbon. A dilute ensemble of epoxide groups on graphene tends to form spatially
correlated patterns, which originates from the electron-mediated interaction among
epoxides.79
2.2 Method
We have employed first-principles density-functional approach as in our previous
study of graphane.56 The structure and electronic properties of all conformations were
investigated using first-principles density-functional calculations. Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization81 of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was
used in majority of the calculations.82 A kinetic energy cutoff of 340 eV in the plane-
wave basis and appropriate Monkhorst-Pack A;-points (6 x6 xl for graphene oxide and 10
xlO xl for graphene) were sufficient to converge the grid integration of the charge
density. Although the first-principles approach systematically underestimates the band
gaps,83 we are interested primarily in the relative stability of the conformations and the
validity of the structural models. Furthermore, we rectified the GGA results by
employing Becke 3-parameter and Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) hybrid functional.8485 The
initial search for stable structures was carried out through semi-empirical molecular
dynamics by means of density functional tight-binding (DFTB) method.86'87 The obtained
local energy-minimum structures were further optimized through first-principles
calculations with forces less than 0.01 eV/A. For GGA structural calculations, Vanderbilt
ultrasoft pseudopotentials were employed.83 The optimization of atomic positions
proceeds until the change in energy is less than 1 * 10"6 eV per cell.
Given the preferred on-site and epoxy site adsorption for hydroxyl and epoxide
functional groups, respectively, the fully-oxidized phases can be modeled through a
graphene sheet randomly decorated with hydroxyl and epoxy groups.88"90 The geometry
optimization of the decorated graphene sheet was performed using DFTB method with
self-consistent charges.86 In order to characterize the randomly distributed carbonyl,
hydroxyl, and epoxy functional groups on graphene, we have employed density-
functional tight-binding approach on a large sample consisting of 84 carbon atoms
(Figure 2.1). The large rectangular unit cell allows us to systematically investigate the
corrugated patterns of fully oxidized GO.
Figure 2.1. Top and side views of randomly distributed, fully oxidized GO conformation
functionalized by carbonyl and hydroxyl using DFTB method. Oxygen, hydrogen, and
carbon atoms are colored with red, white, and green, respectively. Adapted with
permission from Ref. 91. Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
The unit cell was constructed through randomly deposited hydroxyl and carbonyl
groups on graphene. While for hydrogenated graphene one can employ a classical Tersoff
potential to simulate the adsorption, the corresponding approach with use of DFTB
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method remains elusive due to computational costs. To overcome this problem, we
started from the fully hydrogenated graphene samples and connect the nearest-neighbor
pairs to epoxy oxidization pattern, whereas the remaining are to hydroxyl onsite
functional groups. The resultant configuration reasonably reproduces results from
previous studies in that there is the aggregation of the functional groups and the chain-
like configurations of hydroxyl patterns. It is worth noting that such generated random
samples preclude epoxy pairs as the formation of an epoxy pair needs to accompany a
nearly "hollow" site. This approximation is, however, justified from energy calculations
of various ordered configurations. The configurations with randomly distributed
functional groups were subsequently relaxed with use of conjugate-gradient method. One
of the optimized configurations is shown in Figure 2.1.
2.3 Geometry Details
We depict in Figure 2.2 the various fully-oxidized structures. The geometry
details are listed in Table 2.1. Included epoxy-pair (strips) structure has the same
structure as Figure 2.2c, but with alternating pairs ofsp2 and sp* stripes, respectively.
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Figure 2.2. Top (and side) views of GO atomic structures for selected conformations: (a)
Fully-oxidized epoxide-only boat phase C2O with oxygen rows on both sides of the plane
along the zigzag direction; (b) Fully-oxidized epoxide-only twist-boat C2O phase along
armchair; (c), (d), and (e) Epoxy-pair structures along zigzag, armchair, and alternating
directions, respectively; (f) Twist-boat-chair structure with hydroxyl-epoxide strips
separated by epoxide chain. Carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms are colored with gold,
red, and white, respectively. Adapted with permission from Ref. 91. Copyright 2011 The
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Table 2.1: Symmetry information and the fractional coordinates of atoms for different
conformations of graphene oxides
Structure
boat (zigzag)
Twist-boat (armchair)
Epoxy-pair (zigzag)
Epoxy-pair (alternating)
Twist-boat chair
Epoxy-pair (armchair)
Symmetry
Pmmm
Pcca
Pmmm
Pbam
P2/c
Pmma
Element
C
O
C
O
C
C
O
C
C
0
C
C
O
O
H
C
C
O
O
fractions
X
0.6692
0.5000
0.5840
1.0000
0.7053
-0.1418
0.5000
0.5476
0.8751
0.5000
0.1505
0.6684
0.0752
0.5000
0.2619
0.0000
0.0000
0.9407
0.9407
iT coordinates ot Eton
y
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0087
-0.0773
0.0000
0.5000
0.0000
-0.1163
-0.1506
0.5000
-0.0216
-0.0101
0.1074
-0.0877
0.1379
0.3342
0.1039
0.5000
0.5000
is
z
0.4887
0.4055
0.6246
0.2500
0.5000
0.5000
0.4263
-0.5000
-0.5000
-0.5724
0.1433
0.9167
0.5527
0.7500
0.7853
-0.0825
0.0907
0.0000
0.5000
2.4 Results and Discussion
The fully-oxidized GO decorated randomly with hydroxyl and epoxy groups
closely resembles the fully hydrogenated graphene in that there exist broad distribution of
corrugated membranes that can be classified in accordance to the chair, boat, and twist-
boat conformations of graphane (see Figure 2.3).56 However, there exist crucial
differences from graphane due to the existence of predominantly randomly-oriented
epoxides along zigzag or armchair directions and a paucity of on-site hydroxyl groups
forming a chair membrane. The boat conformation (Figure 2.3a), recognized as the fully
oxidized structure in previous calculations,58 is free from angle strain. In the boat
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conformation parallel bonds along the zigzag direction lift out alternatively from the
graphene plane with two of six bonds being eclipsed, which have severe steric crowding
on the "bow" and "stern" of the boat conformation.
(a) Boat (b) Twist-boat-Chair
(c) Twist-boat-zigzag (d) T\vtet-bo*At-armchair
Figure 2.3. Prospective views of GO atomic structures for selected phases, (a) Fully-
oxidized epoxide-only boat phase C2O with oxygen rows on both sides of the plane along
the zigzag direction; (b) C8O2(OH)4 structure with hydroxyl-epoxide strips separated by
twist-boat epoxide conformations; (c) and (d) Fully-oxidized epoxide-only twist-boat C2O
phase along zigzag and armchair directions, respectively. The twisted bonds are indicated
with yellow. Carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms are colored with green, red, and white,
respectively. Adapted with permission from Ref. 91. Copyright 2011 The Royal Society
of Chemistry.
In the presence of both hydroxyl and epoxide functional groups, the local epoxide
configuration typically assumes a twist-boat form, adjacent to chair membranes of
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hydroxyl groups (see Figure 2.3b for a prototype twist-boat-chair structure).56 By twisting
the boat structure, the steric hindrance can be partially relieved with completely eclipsed
bonds. A twist-boat conformation of fully-oxidized GO (C/O =2) can be constructed
along either zigzag or armchair directions. The twist-boat-zigzag conformation (Figure
2.3c) is locally stable but converts to boat under cell optimization. Careful examination of
various structures indicates that the twist-boat along the armchair direction (Figure 2.3d)
is the lowest-energy conformation for fully-oxidized GO.
Summarized in Table 2.2 are the calculated binding energy, energy gap, and unit
cell dimensions for boat and twist-boat conformations, along with those for low-energy
epoxy-pair (EP) structures. EP chain conformations (Figure 2.2), although higher in
energy than the twistboat-arwc/ia/r, are relevant to the oxidative breakup process.63
Closer scrutiny of the energy contributions from various conformations reveals that EP
prefers to aggregate together such that the EP chains can break up into carbonyl pairs
through "twisting boat" process, in conformity with the conclusion obtained from
previous studies.63
Table 2.2: Calculated binding energy per oxygen atom 2sB with use of PBE and B3LYP
functionals, band gap E% and the associated unit cell a x b for boat, twist-boat, and epoxy-
pair (EP) conformations, respectively.
Structure
Boat
Twist-boat
EP-zigzag
EP-alt
j?pbe (ey)
-23.39
-23.65
-23.06
-23.54
EPLYP (eV)
-23.29
-23.33
-22.79
-23.27
ER (eV)
2.95
4.40
0.40
1.85
a x b (A2)
2.52 x 4.49
5.10x4.28
2.52 x 4.50
5.47 x 4.60
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An important ramification of our simulation results is that the epoxide twist-boat
membranes represent as a realistic model for describing the structure of GO. As can be
seen from Table 2.2 (and Table 2.1), among various fully-oxidized structures,58 the
effective periodicity of 2.55 A x 4.28 A for twist-boat conformation has the best
agreement with experimentally observed local periodicity of 2.73 A x 4.06 A.92'93 In view
of the experimentally observed, fully-oxidized, GO does not have well-ordered
structures,88"90 we investigated the randomly distributed carbonyl and hydroxyl groups
using DFTB approach (see Figure 2.1). As is readily observable from Figure 2.1, there
exists a paucity of regular-ordered patterns, while local membranes have prominent
corrugations with twisted bonds. This suggests that the corrugations built intrinsically in
the twist-boat model capture the essential structural features of the randomly distributed
membranes.80
We illustrate in Figure 2.4 the calculated band structures for boat and twist-boat
conformations, along with the extracted charge density distribution of valence and
conduction states. The extracted gap for optimized twist-boat structure is 4.4 eV while
the boat counterpart has a gap of 3.0 eV. By contrast, all EP structures have much smaller
gap, which is attributed to the coexistence ofsp2 and spz configurations (Figure 2.2c, d,
e). As seen from insets of Figure 2.4, the charge density follows the epoxide chains,
which is more apparent for the conduction state of the twist-boat-armc/w/r.
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Figure 2.4. Calculated band structure for fully-oxidized epoxide-only C2O: (a) boat and
(b) twist-boat along armchair direction, respectively. Insets: extracted charge density
(isovalue of 0.05 au) at the band center (G point) for conduction band minimum (CBM)
and valence band maximum (VBM), respectively. Dashed rectangles indicate unit cells
(Table 2.3). Adapted with permission from Ref. 91. Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
It is worth mentioning that energy order for various GO conformations remains
intact based on calculations using hybrid B3LYP functional84'85 (see Table 2.2). The
energy gap for the twist-boat conformation is 6.42 eV using B3LYP as compared to 4.40
eV using GGA. The calculated binding energy and gap are shown in Table 2.3.
Notwithstanding the corrections to the band gaps, the overall band structures are
qualitatively similar. On the other hand, there exists specially-patterned GO EP-structures
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that are metallic and low in energy (see Table 2.1). Those structures are separated from
the twist-boat conformation with a much larger barrier than from the simple EP-models
as shown in Table 2.1. The low-energy metallic phase may be relevant to the
experimentally observed flash reduction and patterning of GO.95 The stretching of the
carbon-carbon bond in graphene gives rise to the G-band Raman feature at -1582 cm"1
(experimental Raman mode).59'60'96 Our calculation yields a dominant peak at 1589 cm"1
associated with the E^g mode, in very good agreement with experimental data and other
first-principles calculation results.59'60'64'65 For Raman spectrum calculations, the
normconserving potentials and GGA were used. The calculation was based on the linear-
response scheme in the density-functional perturbation theory.97'98
Table 2.3: Calculated binding energy per oxygen atom, C/O ratio, energy gap, and the
associated unit cell for various GO structures.
Structure
C/O ratio and
number of atoms
per unit cell
Binding
energy (eV)
Energy gap
(eV)
Unit cell
(A)
Boat (zigzag)
(armchair)
Epoxy-pair (zigzag)
(alternating)
Twist-boat chair
Epoxy-pair
(armchair)
Epoxy-pair (strips)
2 (C4, 02)
2 (C8, 04)
2 (C4, 02)
2 (C8, 04)
4/3 (C8,06, H4)
2 (C8, 04)
2(C8, 04)
-23.39
-23.65
-23.06
-23.54
-20.13
-22.89
-23.82
2.95 direct at T
4.40 direct at F
0.40 direct at T
1.85 direct at R
3.22 direct at T
0.45 direct at Q
metallic
2.52 x 4.49
5.10x4.28
2.52 x 4.50
5.47 x 4.60
6.51 x4.80
5.10x4.49
2.51 x 10.14
For boat (zigzag), T = (0, 0), W = (x/2au nl2b{), L = (nl2au 0), where ax = 2.52 A, bx =
4.49 A, respectively. For twist-boat (armchair), F = (0, 0), S = {jzllai, TtHbi), D = (jzllai,
0), where aj = 5.10 A, bi = 4.28 A, respectively. For epoxy-pair, T = {nUa-i, 0), where #3
= 4.50 A, 63 = 2.52 A, respectively; R = (7r/2a4, nl2bA), where a4 = 4.60 A b4 = 5.47 A,
respectively; and Q = (nl2a5, 0), a5 = 5.10 A b5 = 4.48 A.
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When the bond lengths and angles of graphene are modified by the oxidization,
the hexagonal symmetry of graphene is broken. As a result, the G-band is highly sensitive
to strain effects and can be used to probe the degree of oxidization.59 In the experimental
work on the transformation from graphene to GO, there is a blue shift of the graphene G-
band in GO, while the converse is observed after partial reduction of GO.59'64'65 Shown in
Figure 2.5 is the calculated Raman spectrum of the twist-boat-armchair conformation
along with that for graphene. We also summarize in Table 2.4 the corresponding
vibrational frequency at the band center (F point).
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Figure 2.5. Calculated Raman spectrum for the twist-boat GO and graphene, respectively.
The vibrational frequencies are displayed as blue bars (Table 2.4). Insets: vibrational
motions of GO at 1652 and 1662 cm"1, and the vibrational motion for graphene at 1589
cm"1, respectively. Adapted with permission from Ref. 91. Copyright 2011 The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
The effects of epoxides give rise to one dominant peak in the G-band spectrum
around 1650cm"1, which is attributed to two vibrational modes at 1652 and 1662 cm"1
with Ag and B2g symmetry, respectively. As is readily observable in the insets of Figure
2.5, contrary to in-plane motions of the Raman G-band for graphene, both As and B2g
modes in the Raman G-band for GO engage out-of-plane motions as well. The in-phase
and out-of-phase stretching among the epoxide bonds are correlates with the differences
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between these Raman active modes. The calculated G-band blue shift in GO (-50-70 cm"
l) is in very good agreement with experimental observations,59'64'65 supporting the validity
of the twist-boat model for GO.
Table 2.4: Calculated vibrational frequencies in cm"1 for graphene and the twist-boat-
armchair conformation of GO
Odd IR active Even Raman active
Graphene A2u 928 B2g 162
928
EXu 1589 E2g 252
1589
GO Au 452 Ag 655
985 1184
1173 1471
1599 1652
Biu 335 Big 458
576 566
1058 900
1230 1200
1455
B2u 755 B2g 429
1133 1151
1543 1285
1662
B3u 135 B^ 277
408 524
648 777
1112 1093
1339
2.5 Summary and Conclusion
In summary, we have demonstrated that the twist-boat model accounts for the
structural and vibrational characteristics of GO, in good agreement with experimental
observations. Our findings are useful for developing effective graphene manipulation
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means and for understanding the GO structure. We remark, before closing, that it is
straightforward to employ the first-principles approach to partial reduction in GO, as the
structural relaxation plays a vital role in "debundling" of oxygen from the twist-boat
conformation. The investigation of the relevant electronic structures will provide an
important tool for developing future graphene-based nanodevices.
CHAPTER 3
STRUCTURAL AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF FLUOROGRAPHENE
3.1 Introduction
The radicals can absorb onto the graphene layer with pronounced randomness,
such as randomly adsorbed epoxide or hydroxyl functional groups in graphene oxide
(GO),91'99'100 or arrange in regions consisting of a few low-energy membranes referred to
as chair, boat, stirrup, and twist-boat conformations (see Figure 3.1 ).28-56'74'101 The
nomenclature of fully hydrogenated and fluorinated graphene is graphane28'29 and
fluorographene,32 respectively. Following the synthesis of graphane, recent experimental
work has successfully created fully fluorinated graphene.32"35 The single-layer
fluorographene exhibits a wide-gap semiconducting behavior with an optical gap of ~3
eV;32 very recent experimental work indicates an optical gap >3.8 eV.34 Being a
stoichiometric derivative with high thermal and chemical stability, fluorographene is
poised to provide a promising platform for applications.3235 The present work is thus
motivated primarily by the need to attain a thorough understanding of structural,
electronic, and optical properties of fluorographene.
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(a) Chair (b) Boat
(c) Stirrup C«0 Twist-boat
Figure 3.1. Perspective views of optimized ordered conformations of fluorographene: a)
chair, b) boat, c) stirrup, and d) twist-boat, respectively. Colored with light blue and
brown are fluorine and carbon atoms, respectively. The black box indicates the unit cell
employed in the calculations. Adapted with permission from Ref. 44. Copyright 2011
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Given analogous sp* hybridizations in both the fluorine and hydrogen adsorbates,
fluorographenes are expected to possess similar structural and electronic characteristics as
graphane. However, fluorine has a much larger electronegativity than hydrogen.
Consequently, the charge transfer between graphene and adsorbates in fluorographene is
distinctive from that in graphane. Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations indicated
that the chair configuration of fluorographene is more energetically favorable than the
boat conformation.102103 While local DFT calculations predicted a direct band gap of 3.1
eV for the chair configuration in good agreement with experimental estimates, many-
electron approaches based on the GWapproximation (where GW refers to the one-particle
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Green's function with the dynamical screened Coulomb interaction; see Computational
Sessions for details) yield a gap more than twice as large.102'103 It is well-known that local
DFT calculations systematically underestimate the gap; therefore, the rectification of the
gap by including electron-electron (e-e) interactions is deemed necessary. Herein, we
address this apparent discrepancy by investigating the effect of mixed conformations and
the associated corrugation pattern on the electronic structure, as well as employing a
state-of-the-art approach based on the GW-Bethe-Salpeter equation104'105 for optical
absorption spectra.
3.2 Results and Discussion
In order to gain a better understanding of the structural properties of
fluorographene, we studied prototype stoichiometric configurations for fluorographene
based on first-principles density-functional calculations as in our previous study of
graphane.56'82 The conformations as depicted in Figure 3.1 correspond to distinctive
configurations of cyclohexane referred to as chair, boat, twist-boat, and chair-twist-boat,
respectively.56 Cyclohexane forms a nonplanar hexagonal arrangement due to the
inherent tendency of the sp3 hybridization on tetravalent carbons. The chair conformation
of cyclohexane is the ground state configuration, while twist-boat is the second lowest
energy conformation. The boat and chair-twist-boat conformers are metastable states of
the twist and chair ones, respectively. The fluorographene counterparts of the chair, twist-
boat, boat, and chair-twist-boat conformers of cyclohexane in 2D structures can be
constructed accordingly.91'56 The corresponding unit cell of chair, twist-boat, boat, and
stirrup74 conformations has P3m\, Pcca , Pmmn , and Pmna symmetry, respectively. The
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chair configuration is lower in energy and has less membrane buckling than other
conformers.
In fluorographene, fluorine attaches to the graphene layer from two opposite sides
and carbon atoms bonded with fluorides move out of the plane yielding shrinkage of the
in-plane periodicity. However, the change in hybridization from sp2 to sp3 leads to longer
C-C bonds, which surpasses the lattice shrinkage by membrane buckling. In the chair
conformation, fluorine atoms are alternating on both sides of the plane, whereas in a boat
conformation, fluorine atoms are alternating in pairs.91'56 The twist-boat conformation
builds partially eclipsed bonds along either armchair or zigzag directions; the latter has
been identified as the most energetically favorable nonmetallic configuration for fully
oxidized GO. Moreover, locally stable twist-boat membranes in graphane lead to
pronounced lattice shrinkage, and thus contribute to the broader distribution of lattice
spacing observed experimentally for graphane.29'56 hi the stirrup structure, each carbon
atom is bonded to a fluorine atom in such a way that consecutive fluorine atoms along the
zigzag direction alternate on both sides of the graphene layer.74'103
Summarized in Table 3.1 are the density-functional gradient corrected calculated
binding energies, energy gap, and unit cell structural properties of the four conformations
for fluorographene and graphane, respectively. As readily observable from Table 3.1, the
chair configuration is the most stable one for fluorographane103 and graphane.56 It is
worth noting that the stirrup configuration is more stable than the boat and twist-boat
conformations. The detailed geometry coordinates are listed in Table 3.2. Our calculated
results are in very good agreement with those obtained by Leenaerts and co-workers.103
However, the relative small energy difference between various conformers implies that
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fluorographene is unlikely to be in the single-crystal form of chair, stirrup, boat, or twist-
boat configurations.56'101 The transformation from chair to stirrup amounts to exchanging
a pair of fluorine atoms with a transition state of the epoxy-pair style (see the inset of
Figure 3.2). By contrast, the transformation from a chair to boat or twist-boat conformer
is a two-step process, involving a physical shift of two pairs of fluorine atoms. The
barrier for the former transformation is about 1.9 eV, much smaller than 2.8 eV for the
latter. It is worth noting that although the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
calculation typically yields lower transition barrier due to the lack of self-interaction
corrections, the GGA-estimated barrier provides a qualitative picture regarding the
transformation among various membranes.
Table 3.1: Density-functional GGA-calculated binding energy per CF unit E&, the band
gap Ee, and the associated unit cell a * b for chair, stirrup, boat, and twist-boat
conformations of fluorographene and graphane, respectively.
Structure
Fluorographene
Graphane
Conformation
Chair
Stirrup
Boat
Twist-boat
Chair
Stirrup
Boat
Twist-boat
EB [eV]
-12.83
-12.76
-12.68
-12.68
-12.80
-12.75
-12.71
-12.64
Ei [eV]
3.10
3.58
3.28
3.05
3.54
3.58
3.30
3.77
a fAl x b [A]
2.61x4.52
2.63 x 4.22
2.58 x 4.57
5.14x4.60
2.55 x 4.42
2.55 x 3.83
2.53 x 4.32
4.98 x 4.56
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Table 3.2: Fractional coordinates of various fluorographene structures. The coordinates of
the other atoms can be determined by the symmetry operations.
Structure
Chair
Boat
Stirrup
Twist-boat
Symmetry
P3ml(D3d)
Pmmn (D2h)
Pmna (Dlh)
Pcca(D2h)
Element
C
F
C
F
C
F
C
F
Fractional
X
0.5000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0909
0.1311
coordinates
y
0.2887
0.5774
0.1802
0.7532
-0.4575
-0.6476
-0.0281
0.1409
of atoms
z
2.0198
-0.1312
0.413
2.2198
0.1417
-0.0048
-0.3857
0.0453
An important ramification of the difference in electronegativity and the associated
distinctive charge transfer for the two graphene derivatives is that the stirrup
conformation in fluorographene has a paucity of local twist-boat patterns. As a result,
fluorographene has less in-plane shrinkage than graphane since a randomly distributed
fluorographene sample with predominant chair and stirrup membranes is less corrugated
than the corresponding graphane sample with predominant chair and twist-boat
membranes. To further illustrate this point, we have investigated the randomly distributed
fluorine adsorbates (see Figure 3.2). It is readily observable from Figure 3.2 that local
membranes have prominent paired epoxy bond patterns, which serves as paradigms for
the local stirrup structure. This suggests that the chair and stirrup models capture the
essential structural features of the randomly distributed membranes of fluorographene.
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epoxy-pair
Figure 3.2. Top and side views of fluorographene with randomly distributed fluorine
adsorbates. Encircled area highlights predominant "epoxy" patterns. Inset: side view of
the epoxy-pair transition state between the chair and stirrup conformations. Adapted with
permission from Ref. 44. Copyright 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
A few remarks are immediately in order regarding the comparison between
graphane and fluorographene. i) Experimental work indicates that fluorographene is more
stable than graphane. This can be attributed to the associated stronger electronegativity
and larger dissociation energy of fluorine than those of hydrogen.29'32 ii) There exist
pronounced structural differences between the two graphene derivatives, particularly the
trend in building the twisted partial eclipsed bonds, iii) Analogous to graphone (semi-
hydrogenated graphene), semi-fluorinated graphene can assume a ferromagnetic state as
well, if the pattern of the adsorbates arranges in a one-sided chair conformation.
However, the resultant chair conformation of fluorographone is energetically higher than
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its counterparts of semi-fluorinated stirrup and boat conformations.56 iv) The sp3 C-C
bond in graphane has a length of 1.54 A to be contrasted to 1.42 A for sp2 graphene. The
corresponding C-C bond in fluorographene is about 3.5% longer, which is connected to a
depopulation of the bonding orbital between the carbon atoms.103 The corresponding
electron transfer from the carbon to the fluorine atoms is larger than that to hydrogen due
to the difference in electronegativity.
We illustrate in Figure 3.3 the calculated band structures for chair and stirrup
conformations, along with the extracted charge density distribution of valence and
conduction states, respectively. As seen in Figure 3.3, the k band in the pristine graphene
disappears in the fluorographene and the a band at the T point becomes the top of the
valence band. The extracted gap for the optimized chair structure is 3.1 eV, while the
stirrup counterpart has a gap of 3.5 eV. This is consistent with the consensus that
derivatives of graphene are wide-gap semiconductors. As seen from insets of Figure 3.3,
the charge density follows the chain feature, which is more apparent to the conduction
state of the stirrup conformation. The extracted band gap of 3.1 eV for the chair
configuration of fluorographene is in accordance with the experimental result of ~3 eV.32
However, the agreement with experiment appears to be fortuitous because the many-
electron GWapproach predicts a band gap of 7.5 eV. The GPTcorrection to the GGA
results is of similar order for the different configurations. As such, the theoretically
predicted band gap is more than twice as large as the experimentally observed value.
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Figure 3.3. Calculated band structures (using the density-functional GGA method) for a)
chair and b) stirrup conformations of fluorographene, respectively. Insets: extracted
charge density (isovalue of 0.05 au) at the band center (F point) for conduction band
minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum (VBM), respectively. Dashed rhombus and
rectangle indicate the corresponding chair and stirrup unit cells. Adapted with permission
from Ref. 44. Copyright 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
The discrepancy between theory and experiment may be attributed to defects or
the corrugation in the realistic system.103 We have calculated the band gap for the
randomly distributed systems as exemplified in Figure 3.2. There is a reduction of the
band gap by -0.8 eV, which appears to correlate with the effect of corrugation on the gap.
However, the amount of gap reductions is far from sufficient in resolving the
discrepancy. On the other hand, bear in mind that the experimentally observed gap was
extracted from optical spectra. A full account of the quasiparticles and their interaction
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with light in fluorographene must include electron-hole (e-h) and electron-electron (e-e)
interactions. In this regard, the GPF-Bethe-Salpeter equation ( GW-BSE) approach stands
for one of the state-of-the-art theories beyond DFT.106>107
Shown in Figure 3.4 are the calculated in-plane absorption spectra using GW-BSE
along with the random phase approximation (RPA) and GfF-RPA for graphane and
fluorographene, respectively. While RPA can be viewed as the result at the DFT level,
GW-RPA includes e-e interactions and GW-BSE goes beyond RPA by including e-e and
e-h interactions. The extracted optical absorption spectrum for graphane is in very good
agreement with previous calculation results.82 Specifically, the optical properties of
graphane are dominated by localized charge-transfer excitations governed by enhanced
electron correlations. While the e-e interactions lead to strong blue shifts of the
absorption spectrum, the general trend of cancelation of the e-e and e-h contributions is
in conformity with previous theoretical calculations.106 The many-electron effect
manifests itself notably around 10-12 eV due to strong e-h interactions along with the
appearance ofbounded excitons in the ultraviolet region. The appearance of such
bounded excitons opens the path towards an excitonic Bose-Einstein condensate in
graphane that can be observed experimentally.107
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Figure 3.4. Calculated absorption spectra using RPA (Dark blue dotted lines), GW-RPA
(red dashed lines), and GW-BSE (blue solid lines) for graphane (top panel) and
flurographene (bottom panel), respectively. Adapted with permission from Ref. 44.
Copyright 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
For fluorographene, a distinctive GW-BSE feature emerges in the ultraviolet
region with a peak around 9.8 eV. The feature is absent in the corresponding RPA or
GW-RPA spectra, and is thus evidently connected to the strong e-h coupling. Closer
scrutiny of the excitonic functions reveals that the major contribution to this feature is
related to transitions from the near-gap valence bands to the conduction band minimum.
Moreover, there exists four exciton peaks around 5.4,7.2, 8.4, and 8.7 eV (A-D in Figure
3.4), respectively. While graphane shows similar charge-transfer excitation peaks,107 it is
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interesting to note that the charge-transfer excitations in fluorographene is stronger than
those in graphane, which is attributed to the enhanced electronegativity of fluorine.
Furthermore, the onset of the optical absorption is about is about 3.1 and 5.4 eV for RPA
and GW-BSE spectra (indicated by blue and black arrows in Figure 3.4), respectively.
The GW-BSE value of 5.4 eV is a considerably more red shifted than the GW-RPA value
of 7.5 eV (red arrow in Figure 3.4), and is in good accordance with the experimental
estimate of the optical gap of ~3 eV32 or 3.8 eV34 after taking effects of corrugation and
defects into account.
3.3 Method
The structure and electronic properties of all conformations were investigated
using DFT calculations based on Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) parameterization81 of
the GGA.82 A kinetic energy cutoff of 340 eV in the planewave basis and Monchorst-
Pack k -points of 6 * 6 x 1 were sufficient to have the grid integration of the charge
density converged. The local energy-minimum structures were fully relaxed with forces
less than 0.01 eV/A. The optimization of atomic positions proceeded until the change in
energy was less than 5 * 10~5 eV per cell.
A transition-state search employing a combination of linear/quadratic
synchronous transit (LST/QST) algorithms facilitates the evaluation of energy barriers,
which is a generalized synchronous transit method for locating transition-state structures
or first-order saddle points. The algorithm is based on the established scheme of
combining the linear or quadratic synchronous transit method with conjugate gradient
refinements. For transition-state calculations, we started with the chair conformation and
ended with the stirrup one, both with a rectangular unit cell. An extrapolation of the two
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conformations with 10 intermediate images constitutes the initial pathway. The energy
barrier is calculated to be the energy difference between the transition state and the
stirrup conformation.
The quasiparticle corrections to the DFT eigenvalues were evaluated using the
GqWq approximation. The electron self-energy, L, was calculated by summing up ring-
polarization diagrams to the lowest order in the screened Coulomb interaction, through a
product of the one-electron Green's function Go and the dynamical screened Coulomb
interaction Wo. The DFT eigenvalues and eigenfunctions (using 14 x 14 x Ik -mesh and
816 eV kinetic energy cutoff, along with a normconserving pseudopotential of the
Troullier-Martins type, 25 bands, and a 1.06 nm distance in the direction perpendicular to
the fluorographene layer) were employed to extract the one-electron Green's function Go.
The screened Coulomb interaction was calculated within the RPA and the self-energy
was evaluated by the plasmon-pole approximation.102 Based on quasielectron and
quasihole states, the absorption spectrum was calculated by solving the Bethe-Salpeter
equation as implemented in the YAMBO package.104 We used an efficient method107 to
cutoff the long-range Coulomb interaction between the supercell images in order to
remove the Coulomb tail, along with a random integration method102 to improve the
numerical stability.
3.4 Conclusion
In summary, we have investigated different configurations of fluorographene, a
graphene derivative. The chair configuration is the most stable conformer, but a stirrup
configuration is shown to play an important role in the mixed fluorographene sample.
Fluorographene is found to be much more stable than graphane, which is mainly
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attributed to a much higher electronegativity. We have studied the electronic excitations
and optical spectra of fluorographene from first-principles approaches including both e-e
self-energy corrections and e-h correlations. Our GW-BSE results for the optical gap are
in good accordance with experimental observations and indicate that large cancelations
exist between e-e and e-h effects. This strongly enhanced excitonic effect is shown to
manifest itself through excitonic resonances in the ultraviolet region. Our findings
provide important insight into the nature of strong charge-transfer excitations and we
hope that the observed strongly bounded excitons in fluorographene will promote more
experimental and theoretical studies in the future.
CHAPTER 4
TUNABLE BANDS IN BIASED MULTILAYER EPITAXIAL GRAPHENE
4.1 Introduction
In virtually all potential applications of graphene, an understanding of the
electronic properties of graphene is critical to successful integration of graphene into
future nanoelectronic devices.6'13"17'41'44'108'109 In this regard, interlayer interactions in
multilayer epitaxial graphene (MEG) play an important role in determining the electronic
structure characteristics.24'27'43'50"52'110'120 The planar nature ofMEG allows analysis by
traditional surface science techniques.42 The MEG is grown on the C-face of SiC and
possesses properties of an isolated graphene sheet owing to the peculiar stacking-order of
the multilayers.15'109 Ultraviolet Photoemission Spectroscopy (UPS) is an ideal tool for
studying interlayer interactions due to its ability to extract the joint DOS for valence
bands in the first two layers of samples.121 We employ a dispersion-corrected density-
functional theory (DFT)119 that incorporates interlayer van der Waals interactions to
investigate the corresponding electronic structure.120 The calculated dependence of the
electronic structure on the applied electric bias is in good conformity with experimental
observations121 in that there is a notable change of the electronic DOS in the proximity of
the Fermi level, and the DOS for MEG displays a more prominent increase relative to
that for highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG).
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4.2 Results and Discussion
In graphite, the characteristic linearly dispersing bands of monolayer graphene are
superseded by pairs of split hyperbolic bands associated with Bernal stacking. The
Bernal-stacked layers are electronically coupled in a manner similar to that in graphite,
which lacks the appealing electronic properties of individual graphene sheets.27'43'117"120
The parabolic bands correspond to charge transport by massive fermions, whereas the
electrons in single layer graphene behave as massless Dirac fermions.15'43'109'117
Experimental studies to date for MEG on C-face SiC indicate that the electronic states of
the layers are decoupled as a consequence of rotational fault stacking.15'109 A variety of
experimental and theoretical studies show that rotational stacking order in MEG leads to
decoupling of the layers and a linear dispersion band structure consistent with single-
layer graphene.15'109'50 Therefore, MEG grown by thermal decomposition on SiC
substrates and patterned via standard lithographic procedures has been proposed as a
platform for carbon-based nanoelectronics and molecular electronics.15'109 Consequently,
the characteristics of the electrons in MEG are expected to vary sensitively with
interlayer coupling. An in-depth understanding of the interlayer coupling is thus of
crucial importance to tailor the electronic properties of MEG.
Recent experiments have indicated that Bernal-stacked bilayers constitute a small
fraction of the adjacent layers in multilayer stacks.15'109 Angle-resolved photoemission
experiments have provided unambiguous evidence that the band structure for twisted
adjacent layers remains identical to that of isolated graphene.15'109 The role of stacking
symmetry in determining the band structure of graphene sheets can be established by
comparing graphene with distinctive stacking arrangements. In graphite, the Bernal-
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stacked graphene sheets are rotated ti/6 relative to adjacent sheets in the stack. Bernal
stacking results in the fact that the two atoms in a graphene unit-cell (labeled as 'A' and
'B', respectively) are not equivalent. The stacking-induced disparity of the 'A' and 'B'
atoms in graphite is generally referred to as AB stacking. The energy bands of
rotationally faulted multilayers disperse nearly linearly with momentum in the proximity
of the Dirac point. As such, the electronic structure ofMEG is largely determined by the
rotationally faulted characteristic.
To facilitate an understanding of the experimentally observed121 electronic DOS
features, we have employed a dispersion-corrected DFT approach. To model the MEG,
we used a commensurate twisted bilayer with a rotational angle of 21.80.43'117 The
atomistic schematics of Bernal stacking graphite and twisted bilayer graphene are
depicted in Figure 4.1a and b, respectively. These configurations have parabolic and
linear dispersion relations, and thus are viewed as prototypes for representing HOPG and
MEG, respectively. Graphite and twisted bilayer with 21.8° rotation are both odd in
sublattice exchange.117 As a result, the characteristic band structure is semi-metallic in
that the conduction and valence bands touch at the Fermi level. However, in contrast to
the parabolic dispersion for graphite, the twisted bilayer shows a linear dispersion that is
attributed to weak interlayer coupling.43'117 Upon the application of an electric bias, the
electronic states near the Fermi level for graphite (Bernal stacking) are little affected.
This is attributed to the constraints associated with the sublattice exchange, and the fact
that the electric bias perpendicular to the graphite layers preserves the symmetry.117
However, the situation is different for the twisted layers in that there are AA and AB
stacking regions.43'117
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Figure 4.1. Top views of (a) AB stacked graphite and (b) twisted adjacent layers of
graphene with a 21.8° twist angle. First and second layers are colored with blue and gold,
respectively. Adapted with permission from Ref. 121. Copyright 2012 The Royal Society
of Chemistry.
The rotationally faulted stacking in C-face MEG leads to manifestly distinct
electronic structure from that of the Si-face epitaxial graphene (EG).15'109 Si-face EG is
Bernal stacked analogous to graphite, which is grown with both a buffer-layer and a top
graphene layer. Only the top layer is isolated and exhibits the band structure of a single
graphene sheet.15'109 When H2 is intercalated into the interface, the buffer layer becomes
isolated from the substrate, and the two graphene layers develop into a novel electronic
system. Because the buffer layer is rotated ti/6 relative to the top layer with Bernal
stacking, the doped Dirac cone of the single layer converts into split bilayer bands in the
structure of a bilayer pair. However, the buffer layer plays an important role in the
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electronic structure as there is nontrivial symmetry change to the Bernal stacking bilayer
system. On the other hand, the majority stacking in C-face MEG is nongraphic so that
films with as many as 60 graphene layers still behave electronically in a manner similar
to that of a stack of isolated graphene sheets.15'109
To assess the effect of stacking order on the interlayer coupling, we can look at
the band structure of bilayer graphene when interlayer interactions are present while the
AB stacking symmetry is absent. The simplest instance is AA stacking in which two
graphene layers stack directly on top of each other. In the AA stacking, the sublattice
exchange is of even symmetry and the interlayer electronic coupling is suppressed by a
significant Pauli repulsion arising between the graphene layers. Consequently, the
dispersion in AA stacking leads to multiple linear bands of graphene.117 This effect is
general and applies to rotationally faulted bilayers.117'118 The change in sublattice
exchange symmetry leads to dramatic modifications in the electronic band structure of
rotationally faulted graphene sheets. For our purpose, we employed a model oftwo
graphene sheets rotated by 21.8° to investigate the electronic structure of MEG. The 21.8°
of rotationally faulted bilayer has the smallest commensuration unit cell.
We show in Figure 4.2 the calculated band structures for graphite and twisted
bilayer, respectively. As seen in Figure 4.2a, the graphite has two parabolic bands at the
Dirac point (K) separated by 1.08 eV and 1.32 eV for conduction and valence bands,
respectively. With the application of electric bias, the split conduction and valence bands
merge (comparison highlighted by green and brown circles in Figure 4.2a-c). At an
electric field of e = 0.51 V/A, the two valence bands become almost degenerate. For
MEG, on the other hand, the linear dispersion bands at the Dirac point are manifest in the
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absence of the electric bias. Upon applying the electric bias, the linear-dispersed bands
merge and hybridize, thereby changing the band topology and resulting in a metallic state.
As can be seen from Figure 4.2d-f, the radius of the Fermi surface increases with
increasing electric bias, yielding a distinctly non-zero electronic DOS.
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Figure 4.2. Calculated band structure (a-c) for graphite and (d-f) for twisted bilayer
graphene of commensurate fault at 21.8° with (from left to right) 0,0.26, and 0.51 V/A
electric field, respectively. F= (0,0), K = (n/3a, Inlla), and M = (0,7i/2a), where a =
6.46 A for twisted bilayer graphene and 2.48 A for graphite. The Fermi level, highlighted
by a dashed red line, is shifted to 0 eV. Adapted with permission from Ref. 121.
Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry.
Specifically, the single Dirac cone splits into two Dirac cones and the separation
of the two cones in the momentum space is proportional to the applied electric bias
(highlighted by red circles in Figure 4.2d-f). An important consequence is that the
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electronic DOS near the Fermi level increases proportionally with the electric bias.
Interestingly, the extracted band structure at finite electric bias closely resembles the
band structure ofAA stacking, particularly regarding the appearance of doubled Dirac
cones.117
In the vicinity of the Fermi level, the theoretically predicted changes in electronic
DOS for graphite and the twisted bilayer of commensurate fault at 21.8° are in good
agreement with experimentally measured values for HOPG and MEG,121 respectively.
Specifically, the effect of electric bias on the states near the VBM is manifested in the
merge of split valence bands for graphite and the creation of doubled Dirac cones for the
twisted bilayer, respectively. The fuse of split valence bands in graphite is within the low
DOS range of 1.32 eV (see Figure 4.2a), which corresponds to minor changes in the
experimentally measured values for HOPG.121 The split and doubling of the Dirac cone
for the twisted bilayer, however, imply a proportional increase of the electronic DOS
with the applied electric bias.
We illustrate in Figure 4.3a and b the extracted electronic DOS for graphite and
the twisted bilayer, respectively. As seen from Figure 4.3a for graphite, the electronic
DOS increases with applied electric bias in the region from -2 to -8 eV, which is
attributed to the merge of split valence bands as indicated in the band structure (Figure
4.2a-c). For the twisted bilayer, the effect of zone folding and fuse of split bands is also
present, as the calculated electronic DOS increases in the region from -2 to -8 eV as well
(Figure 4.3b). Therefore, we attribute the experimentally observed121 increase of
electronic DOS with the applied electric field to the electric-bias-induced band fusing and
the associated band flattening behavior.
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Figure 4.3. Calculated electronic DOS for (a) graphite and (b) twisted bilayer graphene
with 0.51 V/A electric bias (top panels) and without electric bias (bottom panels),
respectively. Inset: close-up view of the corresponding band structure near the Dirac
point. Adapted with permission from Ref. 121. Copyright 2012 Royal Society of
Chemistry.
From the point of view of comparing experiment with theory, the correspondence
between the electric field and the bias is interesting in view of the fact that the
experimental settings depend on factors that are difficult to estimate. Nevertheless, it
appears that an electric field of 0.51 V/A in the theoretical calculation is in accordance
with an experimentally applied bias of 3 V. This estimate is based on the fact that at a
field of 0.51 V/A the split valence bands of graphite become degenerate. Upon further
increase of the electric bias, the electronic structure involves band merging among other
bands. The extracted band structure for MEG indicates band folding and hybridizations -3
eV downward from the Fermi level, which appears to support the above estimate.
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A few implications of these results should be noted, (i) The twisted bilayer
appears to be a reasonable model for representing the electronic structure characteristics
of MEG. The 21.8° of rotationally faulted bilayer is the smallest commensurate
conformation, which corresponds to the experimentally observed predominant
rotationally faulted stacking. The conformation is of odd sublattice exchange
symmetry.117 Although there are other commensuration cells with even sublattice
exchange with distinct band structures, the linear dispersion for the 21.8° twisted bilayer
offers a simple, yet most relevant model, (ii) The split of one Dirac cone into two is
reminiscent of the band structure ofAA stacking and implies that electric-bias-induced
dipole-dipole interactions are more effective with AA stacked carbon atoms. This
observation also indicates significant charge transfer between the conduction and valence
states due to dipole-dipole interactions. The promotion ofAA stacked band structure
after application of an electric bias captures the essential physics, (iii) The doubled Dirac
cones yield an increase in the number of charge carriers while preserving the linear
dispersion near the Fermi level. This feature is important for both practical device
applications and the increase of linearly dispersed charge carriers. Moreover, it suggests
the possibility of controlling the rotationally faulted layers with the application of an
electric bias during the sample growth process, (iv) It is worth mentioning that the
dispersion correction is necessary for an accurate description of the structural and
electronic properties. Our currently employed dispersion-corrected DFT approach
provides quantitatively accurate results for the layer distance, and the effect of electric
bias is incorporated in a modified Hamiltonian for electronic structures.81'122'123
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4.3 Method
The structural and electronic properties were investigated using first-principles
density functional calculations. Our first-principles calculations are based on dispersion
corrected density functional theory with general gradient approximation (GGA) for
exchange-correlation potential.81 We employed the dispersion correction with the GGA
using the Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS) scheme, which exploits the relationship between
polarizability and volume.122 The TS dispersion correction accounts for the relative
variation in dispersion coefficients of differently bonded atoms by weighting values taken
from the high-quality first-principles database with atomic volumes derived from
partitioning of the self-consistent electronic density.122 Although the local density
approximation (LDA) approach provides qualitatively correct pictures and remains the
popular choice for investigations of electric-field effects,27'51'52'116 our calculations reveal
that the dispersion corrected GGA with the exchange correlation of Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE),81'123 approximates the interlayer distance in graphite better than the
GGA PBE itself and the local density approximation (LDA) approach.
We have calculated the layer distance of graphite with different exchange
correlation functionals. While the LDA method gives short distances compared to the
experimental value, the layer distance extracted from dispersion-corrected GGA is closer
to the experimental value. Calculations using various LDA exchange-correlation
functionals yield a value of 3.10 A for the layer distance. The underestimate of the LDA
layer distance remains unsettled with the inclusion of dispersion correction in the LDA
approach. On the other hand, GGA PBE has a very weak bonding. By contrast, the
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dispersion-corrected PBE predicts a layer distance of 3.29 A, in good agreement with the
experimental value of 3.35 A.
A supercell with a vacuum space of 16 A normal to the graphene plane was used.
The effect of the electric field was studied by adding a potential via the dipolar nuclear
charges.123 For the graphite structure, we found that the slab system with more than 8
layers leads to the convergence of the electronic DOS and band structure. A supercell
with a vacuum space of 10 A normal to the layers was employed. A kinetic energy
change of 3X10"4 eV in the orbital basis and appropriate Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids of
6><6x 1 for twisted bilayer graphene and 16* 16x 1 for graphite were sufficient to converge
with the integration of the charge density. The optimization of the atomic positions
proceeds until the change in energy is less than 1 x 10'5 eV per cell.
4.4 Conclusion
In summary, the evolution of electronic properties of MEG as a function of the
applied electric bias has been studied using theoretical dispersion-corrected density
functional calculations in comparison with the experimental measurements.121 The
present work demonstrates that significant control of the low-energy electronic states of
graphene can be achieved by tuning interlayer interactions in MEG samples. This
situation is analogous to the standard description of the ID band of single-walled carbon
nanotubes in which the electronic structure of the set of different nanotubes can be
generated by zone folding of the 2D electronic structure of graphene. Analogous to
carbon nanotubes, the additional control of the electronic properties ofMEG as a function
of electric bias should extend the range of distinctive physical phenomena and
applications of this material. We remark, before closing, that the interlayer coupling also
plays an important role in a variety of graphene-based systems such as hetero-bilayers,
126 which are considered as promising substrates for device applications. Our results
reveal an interesting interlayer coupling tunable by the electric bias, and thus provide
useful insight into future applications of a variety of graphene-based materials.
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4.2 Results and Discussion
In graphite, the characteristic linearly dispersing bands of monolayer graphene are
superseded by pairs of split hyperbolic bands associated with Bernal stacking. The
Bernal-stacked layers are electronically coupled in a manner similar to that in graphite,
which lacks the appealing electronic properties of individual graphene sheets.27'43'117"120
The parabolic bands correspond to charge transport by massive fermions, whereas the
electrons in single layer graphene behave as massless Dirac fermions.15'43'109'117
Experimental studies to date for MEG on C-face SiC indicate that the electronic states of
the layers are decoupled as a consequence of rotational fault stacking.15'109 A variety of
experimental and theoretical studies show that rotational stacking order in MEG leads to
decoupling of the layers and a linear dispersion band structure consistent with single-
layer graphene.15'109'50 Therefore, MEG grown by thermal decomposition on SiC
substrates and patterned via standard lithographic procedures has been proposed as a
platform for carbon-based nanoelectronics and molecular electronics.15'109 Consequently,
the characteristics of the electrons in MEG are expected to vary sensitively with
interlayer coupling. An in-depth understanding of the interlayer coupling is thus of
crucial importance to tailor the electronic properties of MEG.
Recent experiments have indicated that Bernal-stacked bilayers constitute a small
fraction of the adjacent layers in multilayer stacks.15'109 Angle-resolved photoemission
experiments have provided unambiguous evidence that the band structure for twisted
adjacent layers remains identical to that of isolated graphene.15'109 The role of stacking
symmetry in determining the band structure of graphene sheets can be established by
comparing graphene with distinctive stacking arrangements. In graphite, the Bernal-
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stacked graphene sheets are rotated 71/6 relative to adjacent sheets in the stack. Bernal
stacking results in the fact that the two atoms in a graphene unit-cell (labeled as 'A' and
'B', respectively) are not equivalent. The stacking-induced disparity of the 'A' and 'B'
atoms in graphite is generally referred to as AB stacking. The energy bands of
rotationally faulted multilayers disperse nearly linearly with momentum in the proximity
of the Dirac point. As such, the electronic structure ofMEG is largely determined by the
rotationally faulted characteristic.
To facilitate an understanding of the experimentally observed121 electronic DOS
features, we have employed a dispersion-corrected DFT approach. To model the MEG,
we used a commensurate twisted bilayer with a rotational angle of 21.80.43'117 The
atomistic schematics of Bernal stacking graphite and twisted bilayer graphene are
depicted in Figure 4.1a and b, respectively. These configurations have parabolic and
linear dispersion relations, and thus are viewed as prototypes for representing HOPG and
MEG, respectively. Graphite and twisted bilayer with 21.8° rotation are both odd in
sublattice exchange.117 As a result, the characteristic band structure is semi-metallic in
that the conduction and valence bands touch at the Fermi level. However, in contrast to
the parabolic dispersion for graphite, the twisted bilayer shows a linear dispersion that is
attributed to weak interlayer coupling.43'117 Upon the application of an electric bias, the
electronic states near the Fermi level for graphite (Bernal stacking) are little affected.
This is attributed to the constraints associated with the sublattice exchange, and the fact
that the electric bias perpendicular to the graphite layers preserves the symmetry.
However, the situation is different for the twisted layers in that there are AA and AB
stacking regions.43'117
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(a)
Figure 4.1. Top views of (a) AB stacked graphite and (b) twisted adjacent layers of
graphene with a 21.8° twist angle. First and second layers are colored with blue and gold,
respectively. Adapted with permission from Ref. 121. Copyright 2012 The Royal Society
of Chemistry.
The rotationally faulted stacking in C-face MEG leads to manifestly distinct
electronic structure from that of the Si-face epitaxial graphene (EG).15'109 Si-face EG is
Bernal stacked analogous to graphite, which is grown with both a buffer-layer and a top
graphene layer. Only the top layer is isolated and exhibits the band structure of a single
graphene sheet.15'109 When H2 is intercalated into the interface, the buffer layer becomes
isolated from the substrate, and the two graphene layers develop into a novel electronic
system. Because the buffer layer is rotated 71/6 relative to the top layer with Bernal
stacking, the doped Dirac cone of the single layer converts into split bilayer bands in the
structure of a bilayer pair. However, the buffer layer plays an important role in the
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electronic structure as there is nontrivial symmetry change to the Bernal stacking bilayer
system. On the other hand, the majority stacking in C-face MEG is nongraphitic so that
films with as many as 60 graphene layers still behave electronically in a manner similar
to that of a stack of isolated graphene sheets.15'109
To assess the effect of stacking order on the interlayer coupling, we can look at
the band structure of bilayer graphene when interlayer interactions are present while the
AB stacking symmetry is absent. The simplest instance is AA stacking in which two
graphene layers stack directly on top of each other. In the AA stacking, the sublattice
exchange is of even symmetry and the interlayer electronic coupling is suppressed by a
significant Pauli repulsion arising between the graphene layers. Consequently, the
dispersion in AA stacking leads to multiple linear bands of graphene.117 This effect is
general and applies to rotationally faulted bilayers.117'118 The change in sublattice
exchange symmetry leads to dramatic modifications in the electronic band structure of
rotationally faulted graphene sheets. For our purpose, we employed a model of two
graphene sheets rotated by 21.8° to investigate the electronic structure of MEG. The 21.8
of rotationally faulted bilayer has the smallest commensuration unit cell.
We show in Figure 4.2 the calculated band structures for graphite and twisted
bilayer, respectively. As seen in Figure 4.2a, the graphite has two parabolic bands at the
Dirac point (K) separated by 1.08 eV and 1.32 eV for conduction and valence bands,
respectively. With the application of electric bias, the split conduction and valence bands
merge (comparison highlighted by green and brown circles in Figure 4.2a-c). At an
electric field of e = 0.51 V/A, the two valence bands become almost degenerate. For
MEG, on the other hand, the linear dispersion bands at the Dirac point are manifest in the
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absence of the electric bias. Upon applying the electric bias, the linear-dispersed bands
merge and hybridize, thereby changing the band topology and resulting in a metallic state.
As can be seen from Figure 4.2d-f, the radius of the Fermi surface increases with
increasing electric bias, yielding a distinctly non-zero electronic DOS.
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Figure 4.2. Calculated band structure (a-c) for graphite and (d-f) for twisted bilayer
graphene of commensurate fault at 21.8° with (from left to right) 0, 0.26, and 0.51 V/A
electric field, respectively. T= (0,0), K - (iU3a, 2n/3a), and M = (0, n/2a), where a =
6.46 A for twisted bilayer graphene and 2.48 A for graphite. The Fermi level, highlighted
by a dashed red line, is shifted to 0 eV. Adapted with permission from Ref. 121.
Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry.
Specifically, the single Dirac cone splits into two Dirac cones and the separation
of the two cones in the momentum space is proportional to the applied electric bias
(highlighted by red circles in Figure 4.2d-f). An important consequence is that the
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electronic DOS near the Fermi level increases proportionally with the electric bias.
Interestingly, the extracted band structure at finite electric bias closely resembles the
band structure ofAA stacking, particularly regarding the appearance of doubled Dirac
cones.117
In the vicinity of the Fermi level, the theoretically predicted changes in electronic
DOS for graphite and the twisted bilayer of commensurate fault at 21.8° are in good
agreement with experimentally measured values for HOPG and MEG,121 respectively.
Specifically, the effect of electric bias on the states near the VBM is manifested in the
merge of split valence bands for graphite and the creation of doubled Dirac cones for the
twisted bilayer, respectively. The fuse of split valence bands in graphite is within the low
DOS range of 1.32 eV (see Figure 4.2a), which corresponds to minor changes in the
experimentally measured values for HOPG.121 The split and doubling of the Dirac cone
for the twisted bilayer, however, imply a proportional increase of the electronic DOS
with the applied electric bias.
We illustrate in Figure 4.3a and b the extracted electronic DOS for graphite and
the twisted bilayer, respectively. As seen from Figure 4.3a for graphite, the electronic
DOS increases with applied electric bias in the region from -2 to -8 eV, which is
attributed to the merge of split valence bands as indicated in the band structure (Figure
4.2a-c). For the twisted bilayer, the effect of zone folding and fuse of split bands is also
present, as the calculated electronic DOS increases in the region from -2 to -8 eV as well
(Figure 4.3b). Therefore, we attribute the experimentally observed121 increase of
electronic DOS with the applied electric field to the electric-bias-induced band fusing and
the associated band flattening behavior.
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Figure 4.3. Calculated electronic DOS for (a) graphite and (b) twisted bilayer graphene
with 0.51 V/A electric bias (top panels) and without electric bias (bottom panels),
respectively. Inset: close-up view of the corresponding band structure near the Dirac
point. Adapted with permission from Ref. 121. Copyright 2012 Royal Society of
Chemistry.
From the point of view of comparing experiment with theory, the correspondence
between the electric field and the bias is interesting in view of the fact that the
experimental settings depend on factors that are difficult to estimate. Nevertheless, it
appears that an electric field of 0.51 V/A in the theoretical calculation is in accordance
with an experimentally applied bias of 3 V. This estimate is based on the fact that at a
field of 0.51 V/A the split valence bands of graphite become degenerate. Upon further
increase of the electric bias, the electronic structure involves band merging among other
bands. The extracted band structure for MEG indicates band folding and hybridizations -3
eV downward from the Fermi level, which appears to support the above estimate.
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A few implications of these results should be noted, (i) The twisted bilayer
appears to be a reasonable model for representing the electronic structure characteristics
ofMEG. The 21.8° of rotationally faulted bilayer is the smallest commensurate
conformation, which corresponds to the experimentally observed predominant
rotationally faulted stacking. The conformation is of odd sublattice exchange
symmetry."7 Although there are other commensuration cells with even sublattice
exchange with distinct band structures, the linear dispersion for the 21.8° twisted bilayer
offers a simple, yet most relevant model, (ii) The split of one Dirac cone into two is
reminiscent of the band structure ofAA stacking and implies that electric-bias-induced
dipole-dipole interactions are more effective with AA stacked carbon atoms. This
observation also indicates significant charge transfer between the conduction and valence
states due to dipole-dipole interactions. The promotion ofAA stacked band structure
after application of an electric bias captures the essential physics, (iii) The doubled Dirac
cones yield an increase in the number of charge carriers while preserving the linear
dispersion near the Fermi level. This feature is important for both practical device
applications and the increase of linearly dispersed charge carriers. Moreover, it suggests
the possibility of controlling the rotationally faulted layers with the application of an
electric bias during the sample growth process, (iv) It is worth mentioning that the
dispersion correction is necessary for an accurate description of the structural and
electronic properties. Our currently employed dispersion-corrected DFT approach
provides quantitatively accurate results for the layer distance, and the effect of electric
bias is incorporated in a modified Hamiltonian for electronic structures. ' '
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4.3 Method
The structural and electronic properties were investigated using first-principles
density functional calculations. Our first-principles calculations are based on dispersion
corrected density functional theory with general gradient approximation (GGA) for
exchange-correlation potential.81 We employed the dispersion correction with the GGA
using the Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS) scheme, which exploits the relationship between
polarizability and volume.122 The TS dispersion correction accounts for the relative
variation in dispersion coefficients of differently bonded atoms by weighting values taken
from the high-quality first-principles database with atomic volumes derived from
partitioning of the self-consistent electronic density.122 Although the local density
approximation (LDA) approach provides qualitatively correct pictures and remains the
popular choice for investigations of electric-field effects,27'51'52'116 our calculations reveal
that the dispersion corrected GGA with the exchange correlation of Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE),81'123 approximates the interlayer distance in graphite better than the
GGA PBE itself and the local density approximation (LDA) approach.
We have calculated the layer distance of graphite with different exchange
correlation functionals. While the LDA method gives short distances compared to the
experimental value, the layer distance extracted from dispersion-corrected GGA is closer
to the experimental value. Calculations using various LDA exchange-correlation
functionals yield a value of 3.10 A for the layer distance. The underestimate of the LDA
layer distance remains unsettled with the inclusion of dispersion correction in the LDA
approach. On the other hand, GGA PBE has a very weak bonding. By contrast, the
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dispersion-corrected PBE predicts a layer distance of 3.29 A, in good agreement with the
experimental value of 3.35 A.
A supercell with a vacuum space of 16 A normal to the graphene plane was used.
The effect of the electric field was studied by adding a potential via the dipolar nuclear
charges.123 For the graphite structure, we found that the slab system with more than 8
layers leads to the convergence of the electronic DOS and band structure. A supercell
with a vacuum space of 10 A normal to the layers was employed. A kinetic energy
change of 3xlO"4 eV in the orbital basis and appropriate Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids of
6x6x1 for twisted bilayer graphene and 16x16x1 for graphite were sufficient to converge
with the integration of the charge density. The optimization of the atomic positions
proceeds until the change in energy is less than 1 x 10"5 eV per cell.
4.4 Conclusion
In summary, the evolution of electronic properties ofMEG as a function of the
applied electric bias has been studied using theoretical dispersion-corrected density
functional calculations in comparison with the experimental measurements.121 The
present work demonstrates that significant control of the low-energy electronic states of
graphene can be achieved by tuning interlayer interactions in MEG samples. This
situation is analogous to the standard description of the ID band of single-walled carbon
nanotubes in which the electronic structure of the set of different nanotubes can be
generated by zone folding of the 2D electronic structure of graphene. Analogous to
carbon nanotubes, the additional control of the electronic properties ofMEG as a function
of electric bias should extend the range of distinctive physical phenomena and
applications of this material. We remark, before closing, that the interlayer coupling also
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plays an important role in a variety of graphene-based systems such as hetero-bilayers,124"
which are considered as promising substrates for device applications. Our results
reveal an interesting interlayer coupling tunable by the electric bias, and thus provide
useful insight into future applications of a variety of graphene-based materials.
CHAPTER 5
TRIGONAL HYDROGENATED EPITAXIAL GRAPHENE: A
FERROMAGNETIC SEMICONDUCTOR
5.1 Introduction
To facilitate a fundamental understanding of hydrogenated EG and the
ferromagnetic properties, herein we investigate a graphone-graphene bilayer using the
first-principles density-functional calculations. The graphone-graphene bilayer serves as
a simplified model for the hydrogenation on EG. Among possible conformations of the
graphone-graphene bilayer, our attention is directed to the relative stability of bonded and
non-bonded configurations. In the absence of hydrogen (H), two pristine graphene sheets
interact with each other via weak van der Waals forces.27'37 However, since unsaturated C
sites in the graphone sheet are reactive due to unpaired electrons, a graphene sheet can
bind to graphone as semi-hydrogenated bilayer graphone (referred to as BL-graphone
hereafter). The ferromagnetic properties of the BL-graphone depend crucially on the
existence of interlayer bonding.27 Our results indicate that a non-bonding BL-graphone
conformation is energetically preferred. The corresponding zigzag dimer chains can form
a trigonal planar pattern, which is of intrinsic ferromagnetic feature independent of
hydrogen or carbon defects. Interestingly, the trigonal planar pattern is in very good
agreement with experimental STM observations. Therefore, the trigonal planar
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hydrogenation pattern serves as yet another graphone structure that is an inherent
ferromagnetic semiconductor.
5.2 Results and Discussion
The local adsorption structures of single-sided hydrogenated graphene at low
hydrogen coverage can be classified into monomores, para-, ortho-, or elongated-dimers.
From theoretical calculations,8'128'129 ortho-dimers andjrara-dimers observed on the
surface of hydrogenated EG were predicted to be nonmagnetic, while single hydrogen
attachment (monomer) to be magnetic.53'54 The ortho-andpara-dimers are energetically
the most stable dimer configurations on the basal plane.8'128'129 During hydrogen
exposure, the dimers are created into favorable binding patterns. Thermodynamically, the
barriers to bind into dimers are lower compared to these for hydrogen adsorption into
monomers.40'130 However, the ensuing geometrical deformation plays an important role in
determining the chemical reactivity with hydrogen on EG. There is a decrease in the
adsorption barrier since hydrogenation is associated by hybridization changes of the
carbon from sp2 to sp*, which yields geormetry changes of carbon layer resulting the
motion of the carbon atom toward the hydrogen adsorption direction.40'127 The reaction-
induced relaxation costs elastic potential energy, and thus the hydrogen can bind
favorably to the peaks of the modulated EG surface.40'127 At high hydrogen coverage,
however, random adsorption into large hydrogenated clusters was observed
experimentally.40'127 While the low-coverage hydrogenation behavior can be readily
understood, the structure and electronic properties of high-coverage hydrogenation
remain a paucity of investigation.
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Graphone is a one-sided hydrogenated graphene, which has a ferromagnetic
semiconducting state if the hydrogenated side is of a chair pattern.54'55 The ferromagnetic
state is due to partial breaking of n bonds of pristine graphene and the formation of
alternative sp2-sp3-sp2-... carbon hybridization pattern.42 However, the thermodynamic
stability of the chair-graphone is the subject of open debate.27 In fact, conformations such
as boat, stirrup, and twist-boat patterns44'55 are clearly lower in energy than the chair-
graphone, by about 0.33, 0.20, and 0.34 eV per carbon atom, respectively.27'55 In order to
preserve the ferromagnetic semiconducting feature, a few proposals based on the bilayer
counterpart of chair-graphone were put forward. Using first-principles density functional
calculations, it was demonstrated that a proper one-side desorption of hydrogen could
retain the magnetic state due to unpaired spins.27 Furthermore, applying an electrical bias
perpendicularly between the graphene layers opens a band gap that can be tuned
continuously.27 As the bias is increased, the band gap collapses, leading to a transition
from a semiconductor to a metallic state. These predictions increase the possibilities that
graphene can be employed to create more flexible nanodevices with a tunable band gap,
such as lasers that change color or electronic circuits having the ability to rearrange them.
Nevertheless, a reexamination of the energy order for the BL-graphone is
necessary in order to identify the lowest energy conformation of hydrogenated EG. We
show in Figure 5.1 the optimized structures of rec-stirrup, twist boat, rec-chair, boat,
stirrup, and chair conformation.16'20'45'55 Labeling the hydrogenated and non-
hydrogenated sites as U and 0 in a hexagonal ring,131 stirrup can be characterized as
UUU000, twist-boat as 0UU00U, chair as 0U0U0U, and boat as U0UU0U/0U00U0
(insets of Figure 5.1), respectively. In the stirrup (UUUO00) conformation, hydrogenation
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the zigzag direction in the UUU pattern. The rec-stirrup conformation has one graphene
layer and one graphone layer bonded non-covalently. The bottom layer consists of sp2
hybridized carbon while the top layer is alternating sp2 and sp3 carbon chains along the
zigzag direction.
7 \S\f*±<
boat I boat El stirrup I
stirrup II chair I chair II
Figure 5.1. Optimized structures of semi-hydrogenated bilayer graphene. Carbon and
hydrogen atoms are colored with orange (top layer), blue (bottom layer), and white,
respectively. Insets: the hydrogenation arrangement in different confirmations of BL-
graphone using U and 0 for with and without hydrogenation, respectively.
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For the stirrup graphone on top of the graphene, the layer separation is of 3.62 A
without interlayer bonding. As a result, the bottom graphene layer is flat. The lack of
bonding yields a stirrup graphone with alternating sp2 (blue box in Figure 5.1) and sp3
chains along the zigzag direction. The C-C bond length along sp2 zigzag chain is 1.42 A,
while that along the sp3 zigzag chain is 1.51 A, which is slightly shorter than the usual
carbon-carbon sp3 length of 1.56 A. The C-C bond length of the graphene layer is 1.43 A
that is slightly longer than the typical sp2 bond length of 1.42 A. The commensurate
bilayer layer stacking leads to compressive strain of the rec-stirrup graphone layer and
tensile strain in the graphene layer. As seen in Figure 5.1, the graphone layer shifts 0.66A
along the armchair direction relative to the AB stacked bilayer graphene. On the other
hand, there is no shift in the zigzag direction. The interlayer non-bonding side pattern has
5-7 carbon rings, reminiscent of the M-carbon and the rec-chair bilayer graphone.45'54
In the twist boat (0UU00U) conformation,44'91 hydrogen adsorption is alternative
to the armchair and zigzag directions. As seen in Figure 5.1, the twist-boat graphone
layer shifts as well, ~0.56 A along the armchair direction relative to the AB stacked
bilayer. Unlike the rec-stirrup or twsit-boat, boat (U0UU0U/0U00U0) conformation in
BL-graphone has covalent bonding between the layers.44 The interlayer bonding replaces
sp2 hybridization with sp3 one. Similarly, rec-chair (U0U0U0) bilayer graphone also has
bonding between two layers, but the bonding pattern is different from the boat BL-
graphone. Instead of having alternative sp2 and sp3 carbons along zigzag, rec-chair
bilayer graphone alternate sp2 and sp3 carbon chains along the zigzag direction. The
alternate sp2 and sp3 carbon chains make rec-chair bilayer graphone a directional
conductor similar to rec-stirrup structure. AB-stacked-chair also consists of two bonded
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layers of carbons. Bernal-stacked chair has sp2 and sp* carbon patterns like in bilayer
graphone.
We have calculated binding energy per atom (EB) and the energy gap (Eg) for
semi-hydrogenated BL-graphone conformations (Table 5.1). As seen from Table 5.1, rec-
stirrup is energetically favored over other structures. Among those structures in Figure
5.1, rec-stirrup, rec-chair, twist-boat, and unreconstructed stirrup conformations show
metallic behavior, while the boat conformations show semiconducting behavior. Both
unreconstructed chair conformations, chair-I and chair-II, are ferromagnetic
semiconductors. Among the 9 configurations considered, rec-stirrup, twist-boat, rec-
chair, and boat-I undergo a planar shift relative to the underlying graphene layer. Stirrup-
I, stirrup-II, and chair-II are ofAA stacking in that the C atoms in the graphone layer are
on top of the C atoms in the graphene layer. The only Bernal stacked pattern is chair-I,
the well-discussed ferromagnetic graphone confirmation on top of the graphene layer.54
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Table 5.1: Calculated binding energy per carbon atom Eb, the band gap Eg, and the cell
dimension a x b for chair, stirrup, boat, and twist-boat conformations and their
reconstructed counterparts of semi- hydrogenated bilayer graphene.
Structure Eb(eV) Eg(eV) a*Z>(AxA)
rec-Stirrup
Twist Boat
rec-Chair
Boat I
Boat II
Stirrup I
Stirrup II
Chair I
Chair II
-9.97
-9.90
-9.89
-9.89
-9.79
-9.76
-9.58
-9.56
-9.53
0
0
0
3.22
2.73
0
0
0.87
0.90
4.26 x 2.49
4.98 x 4.56
4.29x2.51
4.20 x 2.53
4.57 x 2.58
4.17x2.64
4.17x2.64
2.63 x 2.63
2.63 x 2.63
The resonance sp2 geometries, resulting in 7i-electron delocalization along the
zigzag chain, contribute to the stability of a structure. The more sp2 bonding in a
structure, the greater the stability of that structure, hi fact, this explanation alone accounts
for the energy ordering of the confirmations shown in Figure 5.1 (Table 1). The sp2/sp3
rations are 1.5,1.0 and 0.5 for the rec-stirrup (UUU000), the twist boat (0UU00U), and
rec-chair (U0U0U0) structures, respectively. The remaining structures have halfsp2
bonding regions in the graphene layer and are less stable, according to our calculations.
Interestingly, this implies that the stability of the hydrogenated zigzag chain is general,
not being limited to the semi-hydrogenation coverage.
The stirrup (UUU000) conformation is the most stable configuration for BL-
graphone (Table 1). For this energetically preferred structure, there is no bonding
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between the layers, along with greater sp2 bonding compared to the other BL-graphone
conformations. The existence of delocalized n orbitals on the zigzag sp2 carbon chains
stabilizes the corresponding conformations. The conjugated chain in rec-stirrup results in
a directional metallic behavior. As such, the experimentally observed elongated dimer
chain along the zigzag can be interpreted as being attributed to the preferred conjugations
in the hydrogenated EG.
We are now in a position to discuss electronic structure characteristics of those
conformations. The rec-stirrup has two separate layers bonded non-covalently. The
corresponding band structure (Figure 5.2a) can be viewed as two merged bands, one from
graphene layer and the other from the graphone layer. For noncovalently bonded layers,
the "substrate" graphene layer preserves its electronic characteristics. In the context of
EG, this implies that the buffer layer of EG interacts weakly with the hydrogenated
graphene layer. Consequently, the Dirac cone semimetallic feature as shown in Figure 5.2
should be replaced with the corresponding buffer layer contribution. In contrast, for
bonded conformations, reochair, boat, stirrup, chair, the modification ofsp2 to sp3
bonding leads to profound changes of the structural and electronic properties.
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Figure 5.2. Calculated band structures for (a) reostirrup, (b) twist-boat, (c) reochair, and
(d) boat conformations of semi-hydrogenated billayer graphene. For rec-stirrup Y = (0,
n/2b), T = (0,0), B = (-7t/2a, 0), where a = 4.26 A b = 2.49 A. For twist-boat Y = (0,
%l2b\), T = (0, 0), B = (n/2au 0), where a\ = 4.56 A b\ = 4.98 A. For rec-chair Y = (0,
n/2b2), F = (0,0), B = (-n/2a2,0), where a2 = 4.29 A b2 = 2.51 A. For boat Y = (0, n/2b3),
T = (0,0), B = (-7i/2a3,0), where a3 = 4.20 A fc3 = 2.53 A. The valence band maximum is
set to 0 eV.
We depict in Figure 5.3 the top layer contribution of the charge density of BL-
graphone for conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum (VBM),
respectively. For CBM, the charges are predominantly confined at the sp3 sites. For
VBM, alternative sp2 and sp3 features are clearly observable. The directional metallic
behavior is attributed to the conjugated chain in rec-stirrup. As such, the experimentally
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observed elongated dimer chain along the zigzag can be interpreted as being attributed to
the preferred conjugations in the hydrogenated EG.
Figure 5.3. Extracted charge density for semi-hydrogenated billayer graphene of CBM
and VBM in top and bottom panels, respectively. Isovalue is 0.05 a.u.
An important ramification of the stability of rec-stirrup is that the elongated
dimers forming along the zigzag direction is energetically preferred for high coverage of
hydrogenation. Since there are three equivalent zigzag directions in EG, we can infer that
the elongated dimer patterns should be observed experimentally. Closer scrutiny of the
experimental STM images reveals such elongated dimer conformations indeed.40'127 The
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elongated dimer chain is closely connected to the metallic chain behavior of the rec-
stirrup at high stoichiometric of hydrogenation (Figure 5.3). In reality, the linear metallic
behavior cannot be preserved as hydrogenated zigzag chains are randomly distributed
among the three orientations. The linear metallic chain is manifested in the band
structures of rec-stirrup (Figure 5.2a) and rec-chair (Figure 5.2c) a touching point at the
band edge (Y). However, the origin of the semimetallic feature arises from the top and
bottom layer for rec-stirrup and rec-chair, respectively. On the other hand, boat
(U0UU0U/0U00U0) conformation has a large band gap (Figure 5.2c). Even though the
boat conformation has sp2 hybridized carbons in the bottom graphene layer, the non-
conjugated patterns yield localized electrons. The band gap of-3.1 eV in the boat BL-
graphone (Figure 5.2d) is in conformity with the band gap of bilayer graphane of-2.92
eV.31
Ferromagnetism generated by monomers corresponds to very low concentration
of hydrogenation,18'127 which is difficult to control. Experimental work have
demonstrated ferromagnetic ordering, which was argued to be attributed to various
defects on graphene structures, such as vacancy, topological defects or frustration, and
hydrogen chemisorptions.18'53'54'132"137 The defects to the rec-stirrup (UUU000)
conformation can be either from H-defect or C-defect. The former is a missing
hydrogenation along the zigzag chain, while the latter is from a C-vacancy. Both defects
lead to ferromagnetic properties of the hydrogenated EG (Figure 5.4). However, the
coupling between the magnetic moments is either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic,
depending on whether the defects correspond to the same (AA) or to different (AB)
hexagonal sublattices of graphene. In both cases of a pair of H-defects or a pair of C- and
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H-defects, antiferromagnetically coupled AB defects are energetically favored. As such,
the underlying mechanism of the ferromagnetic property of hydrogenated EG remains
unsettled as yet.
B Y
Figure 5 4 Calculated band structures for rec-stirrup conformation of semi-hydrogenated
billayer graphene (a) with one H defect (red box), (b) with one C defect in the top layer.
T = (0,0), B = (0, n/2b), Y = (n/2a, nllb), where a = 8.52 A b = 4.97 A. The valence
band maximum is set to 0 eV. Insets: calculated spin density. Isovalue is 0.03 a.u.
Experimental work has demonstrated ferromagnetic ordering among various
defects on graphene structures, such as vacancy, topological defects or frustration, and
hydrogen chemisorptions. The defects to the rec-stirrup (UUUOOO) conformation can be
either from H-defect or C-defect. The former is a missing hydrogenation along the zigzag
chain, while the latter is from a C-vacancy. Both defects lead to ferromagnetic properties
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of the hydrogenated EG. As shown in Figure 5.4, both systems are in ferromagnetic
states. The spin density distribution as shown in the insets of Figure 5.4 indicates
localized magnetism. The induced magnetic moment is close to luB for both cases. The
energy cost for H-defect is -2.74 eV, while the cost for the C-defect is much higher,
about 11.34 eV. The coupling between the magnetic moments is either ferromagnetic or
antiferromagnetic, depending on whether the defects correspond to the same (AA) or to
different (AB) hexagonal sublattices of graphene. For a pair of hydrogen defects that are
~8 A apart from each other, the antiferromagnetically coupled defects (AB defects) are
more stable than the ferromagnetically coupled defects (AA defects), with an energy
difference of-0.58 eV. For comparison to one C-defect and one H-defect, the AB defect
pair is -0.04 eV lower in energy than the AA counterpart. In both cases,
antiferromagnetically coupled AB defects are energetically favored.
Pursuing further the idea of elongated dimer chains along zigzag, we build a
trigonal planar network of stirrup patterns. Such a network can be constructed by
expanding rhombus unit cell of graphene along the two unit directions odd-number of
times simultaneously. Illustrated in Figure 5.5a is the 7 x 7 rhombus cell with 98 carbon
atoms and 37 hydrogen atoms. The rhombus cell has a length of 17.22 A, and unit cell
contains 38% hydrogen concentration. It is worth noting the experimental maximal
concentration of hydrogenation is about 40%.18'40'127 As such, the trigonal planar
conformation appears to be the densest network for hydrogenated EG. Closer scrutiny of
the experimental STM127 reveals that there evidently exists trigonal planar conformation.
The basin of the triangular and rhombus cell has a depth of 3.9 and 3.0 A, respectively.
The basins correspond to the dark spots observed in the experimental STM.127 To
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demonstrate this effect, we highlighted in Figure 5.5a oval and round black spots in order
to mimic the basin patterns. As seen from Figure 5.5, there is a very good agreement with
the theoretically predicted trigonal planar pattern and the experimentally observed STM.
Specifically, the cell length is in conformity with each other, which strongly support the
suggested trigonal planar pattern.
Figure 5.5. (a) Top view of the trigonal planer patterned graphone and (b) Experimental
STM image adapted with permission from Ref. 38. Copyright 2009 American Chemistry
Society. Bottom panels: side view of triangular and rhombus shaped resins. Hydrogen and
carbon atoms are colored with yellow and red, respectively.
In contrast to the induced ferromagnetism due to C- and H-defects, the trigonal
planar conformation has an inherent ferromagnetic property. As seen in Figure 5.6, the
trigonal planar hydrogenated EG is a ferromagnetic semiconductor. The spin gap is about
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0.52 eV (a direct gap at K), and the magnetic moment is 1 p.B (313 a-electrons and 312 P-
electrons) per unit cell. The intrinsic ferromagnetic property is attributed to the unbalance
of the a-electrons and P-electrons in A and B sublattices (inset of Figure 5.6). It is also
worth emphasizing that the trigonal planar network is distinctive from the graphone in
that the chair confirmation is no longer energetically favored in one-sided hydrogenation.
Furthermore, the building blocks of the trigonal planar conformation—stirrup dimer
chains—correspond to the most energetically stable conformation.36'37 The
experimentally observed elongated chains are a few carbon atoms long, and two or three
carbon chains are slanted to each other, which supports our theoretical results that the
ensuing conjugation associated with the stirrup conformation yields preferred
hydrogenation patterns.40'127 In general, the trigonal planar network has another type of
"defects" in that the missing H-pairs are inevitable. However, the missing H-pairs do not
change the intrinsic ferromagnetism property, which arises from the inherent difference
of the hydrogenation on A and B lattices, which is associated with the unique trigonal
planar pattern. In fact, the quasilocalized feature of the near-gap states is reminiscent of
the relative flat dispersions of the band structure (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6. Calculated band structures for trigonal planar conformation along with the
extracted charge density of near-gap states. T = (0,0), K = (-7i/3a, 2n/3a, 0,), M = (0,
7t/2a), where a = 17.22 A. The valence band maximum is set to 0 eV. Inset: calculated
spin density (a-electrons and P-electrons are colored with blue and orange, respectively)
with isovalue of 0.01 a.u.
5.3 Method
The structural and electronic properties were investigated using first-principles
density functional calculations. Our first-principles calculations are based on spin
polarized dispersion corrected density functional theory with general gradient
approximation (GGA) for exchange-correlation potential.81 We employed the dispersion
correction with the GGA using the Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS) scheme, which exploits the
relationship between polarizability and volume.122 The TS dispersion correction accounts
for the relative variation in dispersion coefficients of differently bonded atoms by
weighing values taken from the high-quality first-principles database with atomic
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volumes derived from partitioning of the self-consistent electronic density.122 Our
calculations reveal that the dispersion corrected GGA with the exchange correlation of
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)81 approximates the interlayer distance in bilayer
graphene better than the GGA PBE itself and the local density approximation (LDA)
approach. A kinetic energy change of 3 x 10~4 eV in the orbital basis and appropriate
Monkhorst-Pack A-point grids of 6 x 6 x 1 were sufficient to converge with the
integration of the charge density.123 The optimization of the atomic positions proceeds
until the change in energy is less than 1 * 10~5 eV per cell. A supercell with a vacuum
space of 16 A normal to the graphene plane was used.
The incorporation of the dispersion correction is considered to be important for
accurately describing the interlayer van der Waals interactions. The employed scheme
has been tested for various non-covalent functionalized graphene systems. It is well-
known; however, that the density-functional approach underestimates the band gaps.
Since our primary goal was to identify the ferromagnetic properties, a spin-polarized
calculation was employed. A semi-local approximation can be utilized to rectify the band
gaps. The semi-local calculation is, however, computational intensive for the trigonal
planar conformations. The rectification of the band gap is thus left for future
investigations.
5.4 Conclusion
In summary, our calculations reveal that the itinerant magnetism can be triggered
by trigonal planar network in EG, which are stable over the wide range of concentrations.
The trigonal planar pattern has an intrinsic ferromagnetic property. It is worth noting that
ferromagnetic ordering is the only possibility for the magnetism originating from
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quasilocalized states induced by the differences of the hydrogenation ofA and B
sublattices and the exchange coupling is characterized by the indirect spin-polarization
effect. As such, the proposed trigonal planar pattern is distinctive from defect-induced
ferromagnetism in that the ferromagnetic coupling is actually thermodynamically stable.
We remark, before closing, that the stirrup dimer chains and trigonal planar pattern
appear to be a typical feature of the ferromagnetic coupling in a large class of chemical
functionalized EG.39 We hope the advocated trigonal planar network can stimulate further
experimental work in this direction.
CHAPTER 6
INTRINSIC HALF-METALLICITY IN HYDROGENATED BORON-NITRIDE
NANORIBBONS
6.1 Introduction
Herein, we report on an intrinsic half-metallic behavior for fully hydrogenated
zigzag edged BNNRs (zBNNRs). Recent theoretical work indicated that the doping of B
and N in GNRs has significant impact on the magnetic behavior as the increase in boron
and nitrogen concentrations gradually opens up the gap between the valence and
conduction bands.75 The experimentally fabricated BNNRs are structural analogues to
GNRs.76 The confined states and dangling bonds located on the zigzag edges, along with
experimentally observed surface vacancies, are attributed to the distinct smooth edges in
the fabricated ribbons. The experimental advance makes the zBNNRs readily accessible
for addressing a wide range of fundamental issues and applications in spintronics
devices.76"78 The present work is thus motivated primarily by the need to attain a
thorough understanding of electronic characteristics of hydrogenated zBNNRs.
6.2 Method
The structural and electronic properties were investigated using first-principles
density-functional calculations.123 Our calculations were based on spin-polarized density
functional theory with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization81 of the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for exchange-correlation potential. A
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supercell with a vacuum space of 16 A normal to the BN plane was used. A kinetic
energy change of 3X10"4 eV in the orbital basis and appropriate Monchorst-Pack ^-points
(6 x 6 x 1) for two dimensional structures and (10 * 1 * 1) for ribbons were sufficient to
converge the integration of the charge density. The optimization of atomic positions
proceeded until the change in energy was less than 1 * 10"5 eV per cell. Furthermore, we
employed the dispersion correction with the GGA using the Tkatchenko-Scheffier (TS)
scheme, which exploits the relationship between polarizability and volume.122 The TS
dispersion correction accounts for the relative variation in dispersion coefficients of
differently bonded atoms by weighting values taken from the high-quality firstprinciples
database with atomic volumes derived from partitioning of the self-consistent electronic
density.122'123 Although the dispersed-corrected GGA approach is known to underestimate
the gaps, we are primarily interested in the spin-polarized states and thus the
underestimate of the gap in one spin channel is less severe than the spin-restricted
cases.75
6.3 Results and Discussion
Recent theoretical work proposed patterned hydrogenation of BN that introduces
magnetic characteristics into zBNNRs,75 yet remains a challenge to be realized
experimentally. Although the zigzag edged GNRs and BNNRs are isoelectronic, they
possess distinct electronic properties. Previous theoretical studies demonstrated that
hydrogenated zigzag BNNRs have intriguing magnetic states.75 Similar to the graphane
(fully hydrogenated graphene) nanoribbons,28'29'138 the fully hydrogenated armchair
BNNRs are nonmagnetic wide-band gap semiconductors. The zigzag counterparts are
magnetic and metallic independent of ribbon width.75 The percentage of hydrogenation
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can effectively control the band gap of zBNNRs and plays a crucial role in engineering
the electronic and magnetic properties. A half-metallicity is predicted with partially
hydrogenated zBNNRs, whereas the fully hydrogenated zBNNRs become metallic.75 The
transformation from semiconductor to semimetallic and then to metallic behavior
associated with increasing the percentage of hydrogenation is closely correlated to the
preferred hydrogen adsorbate site starting from the nitrogen edge for partial
hydrogenations.75 However, the calculation75 was based on a chair conformation28 for the
hydrogenated zBNNRs.
The hydrogenated h-BN can assume various stoichiometric configurations.44'103'131
Illustrated in Figure 6.1 are the structures of the stirrup,44'74'103 boat, twist-boat, and chair
conformations of hydrogenated hexagonal BN (A-BN).44 The conformations as depicted
in Figure 6.1 are the periodic construction of distinctive chair, boat, and twist-boat
configurations of cyclohexane with non-planar hexagonal arrangements due to the
inherent tendency of the sp* hybridization on tetravalent carbons.56 For cyclohexane, the
chair isomer is the ground state configuration, while the twist-boat is the second lowest-
energy isomer. The boat and chair-twist-boat conformers are metastable states of the
twist and chair conformations, respectively.
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Stirrup Boat
Twist-boat Chair
Figure 6.1. Prospective view of optimized stirrup, boat, twist-boat, and chair
conformations of hydrogenated BN sheet. Boron, nitrogen, and hydrogen atoms are
represented with light grey, black, and white spheres, respectively. Adapted with
permission from Ref. 139. Copyright 2012 American Institute of Physics.
The counterparts of chair, twist-boat, and boat conformers of cyclohexane in two-
dimensional BN structures can be constructed accordingly. In hydrogenated fc-BN,
hydrogen attaches to BN layer from two opposite sides and hydrogenated boron and
nitrogen atoms move out of the plane. In the chair conformation, hydrogen atoms are
alternating on both sides of the plane, whereas in a boat conformation, hydrogen atoms
are alternating in pairs. The twist-boat conformation builds partially eclipsed bonds along
either armchair or zigzag directions; the latter has been identified as the most
energetically favorable nonmetallic configuration for fully oxidized GO.91 The stirrup
structure is yet another twist-boat alternative,74 in which each B and N atom is bonded to
a hydrogen atom in such a way that consecutive hydrogen atoms along the zigzag
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direction alternate on both sides of the h-EN layer. The corresponding unit cell of chair,
twistboat, boat, and stirrup conformations has P3ml, Pcall, Pmnll, and Pmnll
symmetries, respectively. We summarize in Table 6.1 the extracted binding energies,
energy gap, and the unit cell. As readily observable from Table 6.1, the stirrup is the
lowest conformation when compared to other BN conformations such as chair, boat, and
twist-boat. This is to be contrasted to graphane and fluorographane that have the chair
configuration as the most stable one.44'56'103 Our calculated results are in very good
agreement with previous calculations regarding the relative energy order between the
stirrup and chair conformations.74
Table 6.1: Calculated binding energy per BN unit (EB), the band gap (Eg), using DFT and
dispersion-corrected (dc) DFT for chair, stirrup, boat, and twist-boat conformations of
hydrogenated BN, respectively.
Structure
Stirrup
Boat
Twist-boat
Chair
E$c (eV)
-18.65
-18.55
-18.45
-18.43
Ef (eV)
6.28
6.33
5.68
4.80
£*(eV)
-18.44
-18.36
-18.22
-18.30
Eg (eV)
6.29
6.34
5.67
4.49
a x b (Az)
2.59 x 3.83
2.59 x 4.35
2.59 x 2.59
4.51 x 5.08
We have verified that for fully hydrogenated zBNNRs, the stirrup pattern has
lower energy than the boat, twist-boat, and chair counterparts. Shown in Figure 6.2 is the
calculated band structure for hydrogenated zBNNRs of stirrup conformation at two
different widths. As can be seen from Figure 6.2, the band structure in the proximity of
the Fermi level is largely independent of the width.75 Remarkably, the electronic structure
of fully hydrogenated zBNNRs shows an intrinsic half-metallicity in that the electric
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current is completely spin polarized as the result of the coexistence of metallic nature for
electrons with one spin orientation and insulating for electrons with the other. Insets in
Figure 6.2 show the spin density distribution that is predominantly localized at the edges
and decays rapidly into the center. In sharp contrast to graphene in which zigzag GNRs
have symmetric edges and the half metallicity needs to be tuned by an electric bias,69 the
hydrogenated zBNNRs are asymmetrical at the two edges. As the hydrogenation in
zBNNRs effectively reduces the gap for pristine zBNNRs, the identification of the lowest
energy stirrup conformation turns out to be pivotal.
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Figure 6.2.Calculated band structures of hydrogenated BN nanoribbon with the width of
(a) w = 24.95 A and (b) w = 57.39 A, respectively. The grey and black lines represent
spin-up and spin-down components, respectively. The Fermi level is set to 0 eV and L =
n/2a, where a = 2.60 A. Insets: The corresponding spin density with isovalue of 0.05 au.
Adapted with permission from Ref. 139. Copyright 2012 American Institute of Physics.
As the spin-polarized state is lower in energy than the spin-unpolarized state by
3.5 meV per BN dimer at the edge, the fully hydrogenated zBNNRs have interesting
magnetic properties. The half-metallicity of the hydrogenated zBNNRs is attributed to the
fact that the asymmetry of zigzag edges induces energy level shifts of opposite directions
for the spatially separated spin ordered edge states. Such separation and concerted energy
shifts are closely corroborated with the localized nature of the edge states near the Fermi
level. Specifically, the near-gap states are associated with the sp* hybridized 2p electrons
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predominantly confined at B and N edges, respectively. It turns out that the stirrup and
chair conformations yield different level shifts at the full hydrogenation.
The inter-edge coupling can be either ferromagnetic (F) or antiferromagnetic
(AF), with energies very close to each other. At the GGA level, the AF-coupled edge is
merely 1.4 meV favored in energy over the F-coupled edge per BN dimer. The inclusion
of dispersion correction improves the description of van der Waals interaction and leads
to an improvement of-0.16 meV per BN dimer for the AF coupling. A natural question
arises as to whether the half-metallicity is stable as the edge smoothness or the mixture of
the stirrup with other conformations may change qualitatively this feature. It is thus
important to investigate the factors that contribute to the stability of the half-metallicity.
Analogous to the zigzag terminated GNRs, the half-metallic property is tunable
by a transverse electric bias. Because the spin states of opposing orientations are located
at the opposite sides of the zBNNR, the effect of external electric field on the level shifts
is concerted: the occupied and unoccupied a-spin states move closer in energy while the
corresponding /?-spin states move apart. We demonstrate in Figure 6.3 the calculated
electron density of states under the influence of an external electric bias. The metallic
(red) and semiconducting (green) spin channels correspond to the boron and nitrogen
terminated edge states, respectively. With an electric bias applied along the direction
from the B to N edges, the electrostatic potential is raised on the B edge and lowered on
the N edge as electric field increases. Consequently, the bands associated localized edge
states on the B side are shifted upward and those on the N one downwards, eventually
leaving states of only one spin orientation near the Fermi level.
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Figure 6.3. Calculated band gaps of semi-hydrogenated bilayer graphene in chair
structure with (a) -0.26 V/ A electric bias, (b) no bias, and (c) 0.39 V/ A electric bias,
respectively. Insets: extracted spin density distribution at the band center (r point) of the
corresponding conduction and valence states. The isovalue is 0.025 au. Adapted with
permission from Ref. 139. Copyright 2012 American Institute of Physics.
To illustrate the effect of the electric bias, we depict in Figure 6.4 the extracted
charge densities for the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) states that have predominant charge confinement at N and B edges, respectively.
As seen from Figure 6.4, the charge distribution at the edge is virtually identical with or
without the electric bias. The predominant difference can be identified in the dashed
boxes where the charge of the occupied (unoccupied) state becomes more (less) confined
in the region. The modification of the oscillating behavior is correlated to a substantial
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enhancement of the half-metallicity. Conversely, with an electric bias applied in the
opposite direction, the half-metallicity is lessened and eventually demolished. An
important ramification is that the charge distributions at the edges can be tuned, resulting
in an effectively tailoring of the half-metallicity behavior.
Figure 6.4. Calculated spin density (isovalue of 0.05 au) for hydrogenated BN zigzag
nanoribbons with (a) -0.13 V/A, (b) no bias, and (c) 0.13 V/A electric bias, respectively.
Adapted with permission from Ref. 139. Copyright 2012 American Institute of Physics.
6.4 Conclusion
To summarize, we have studied the structural stability and magnetic properties of
hydrogenated zBNNRs based on the dispersion-corrected first-principles calculations.
Among various prototype conformations, the stirrup conformation that resembles the
puckered BN (100) surface is the most stable configuration. The stirrup zBNNRs are in
an intrinsic half metallic state, in contrast to the chair counterpart. More importantly, we
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have demonstrated that the half-metallicity can be substantially enhanced and tunable
with in-plane homogeneous transverse electric fields being applied across zBNNRs. We
believe that these results provide crucial insight into the interplay between electric field
and electronic spin degree of freedom in zBNNRs, which is important to explore
spintronics at the nanoscale level. We hope that the advocated half-metallic features of
the hydrogenated zBNNRs promote future experimental studies in this direction.
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